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Students surveyed on use of drugs and alcohol at UMR
News Services
SOURCE
In the Winter 1991
semester, an alcohol and other
drug use survey was randomly
administered to 702 University of
Missouri-Rolla students. This
instrument, the CORE Survey,
was developed by the U. S.
Department of Education to help
colleges and universities nationwide assess student alcohol/drug
use and attitude patterns.
Demographics
Of the 702 students
sampled, 76.9% were male and
23.1 % were female, which
reflects the general UMR student
population. Students from all
class levels were included in the
sample with the majority being
freshmen (293,41.8%). The least
represented classes were the
juniors and seniors with 100
(14%) and 106 (15%) being
sampled respectively. The

students sampled, 79.5% (461)
indicated that Missouri was their
permanent state of residence,
16.2% were from out-of-state and
4.3 % were international students.

sample included students from
the ages of 17 to 52, with most
students in the 18-23 year old
category (596, 87%). With regard
to ethnicity , 86,4% were white,
4.5% were Black, 2.5% were
hispanic, I % were Native
American, and 4.4% were Asian /
Pacific Islanders.

Alcohol Use
As past surveys have
shown, alcohol is the drug of
choice of UMR students. Seventy-one percent of the students
indicated that they started
drinking before the age of 18
compared to 29% who started
drinking after age 18.

Students living in a
residence hall or fraternity /
sorority comprised 37% and 27%
of the sample respectively , with
4% living with parents, 6% with
a spouse, and 3% with their
children. The majority of
students sampled were single
(632,90.3%), 75.9% (518) were
not working, and 96.7% (677)
were full-time student.

Results indicate that
20% of the students sampled are
drinking abusively (five or more
drinks at a time, three or more
times in a two-week period).
Thirteen and a half percent
indicated that they never used
alcohol and 16% did not drink in
the last year. This study indicates
that the majority of students
(86.5%) drink, with 18% of them
drinking one to six times a year,
19% one to two times a month,

The majority of the
respondents reported above
average grade point averages
(GPA' s): 26.6% (179) had a 4.00
cumulative GPA, 40.8% (274)
had a 3.00 GPA, 30,4% (204)
HAD A 2.00 GPA and 2.1% (14)
had a 0-1.00 GPA. Of the

23.5% once a week, and 18.6%
drinking three more or more
times a week . Male students
appear to be drinking more
frequently than female students:
82% of the males and 85% of the
females drink; 24% of the males
and 18% of the females indicated
serious use of alcohol (22.85 of
the total sample); 21 % of the
males compared to 12% of the
females had five or more drinks
at a time, three or more times in
the two weeks prior to the
survey; and 87 % of the males
compared to 76% of the females
began drinking before the age of
18.
Seventy-five percent of
the students surveyed indicated
that alcohol at parties would
make them more entertaining.
Continued efforts regarding nonalcoholic alternatives to having
fun need to be addressed by the
campus.
Alcohol-Related Behaviours
Some students are

experiencing symptoms related to
developing an alcohol problem
(hangovers-59%, blackouts-28%,
nausea-50%). Educational efforts
to help the students identify and
modify these symptoms should
continue to be an integal part of
alcohol education programming.
Seven percent of the students in
the last year thought that they
might developing a drug or
alcohol problem. However, 29%
indicated that they had been
criticized for their drinking or
drug use. Some denial about the
existence of an alcohol/drug
problem may be indicated here.

UMR students indicated
their involvement in a1coholrelated behaviors such as
drinking and driving (38%),
missing classes (26%), poor test
grades (18%), suicidal gestures
(5%), and taking advantage af
another sexually (4.7 %) is
relatively few. However, there is
a slight increase in these behaviours over 1991.

see Survey, page 9
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t oge th er lor campus salety
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Heather Sphar
Staff Writer
There is a newly formed organization called the CSO or Campus Safety
Organization that is helping to make
our campus safer. The CSO got its
stan at the beginning of last FalL The
second floor on the north tower of TJ
Hall came up with the idea and the fifth
floor joined in. They joined together
with the UMR police and formed a
committee that met about once a week,
The CSO credits Chief Bill Bleckman,
a UMR policeman, for thinking up its
name. The organization is presently
run by the UMR police and the srudents that founded it. They are Chad
Little, Jennifer Deis and Brad Gard,cr. Others that are in the CSO are
Tara Hilse, Joshua Howard, Daniel
Magidson, Eric Travenner and WendeeWatkinds. The service provided is
mainly campus wide escorting . They
will escort to and frr.,.,- re,side"lce halls.

campus buildings, sororities and fraternities. It is a free service that anyone can take advantage of, but they
expect females will make up a large
percentage of their services. Chad
Uttle said, "Our primary function is to
act in a support role for the UMR
police." They are starting off small but
hope to be a permanent organization,
so they need support. All their funding
is coming from donations from other
organizations. Their hours are Sunday-Thursday from dark until I AM.
They are located at the U'!iversity
Police Office in the HJ.S. Building on
14th and Bishop. They can be reached
by calling 341-4300 and asking for a
CSO escort. However, calling them is
not the only way to reach them. They
will be patrolling campus during the
hours of operation and can be identified by their uniform. which is a yel-
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Roger Amann
Staff Writer
Bill Emerson took time out of his

~busy campaign schedule on Monday
~night to visit with the College RepubElicans at Schuman Park, Em~rson will

§ibe running on the RepUblican ticket for
ECongressinNovember. He has held a
§iseat in the House of Representatives
~for twelve years and is looking for~ward to continuing his fight for South~ern Missouri in the upcoming years.
~
Emerson visited with everybody
~andmadeaveryinformativespeechto
~a receptive crowd of UMR srudents.

EEmerson was very glad to see a group
~ of college srudents interested in and
~supporting the Republican Party. He
~conveyed his ideas about how the
_
~group could let their voices be ~eard
§iand also h~w they could help m an
Eacrual pohhcal campaign.
.
see Safety, page 9 ~ Emerson did not aVOId the hngerEing guestion about what to do wllh the

present economy we are in. Emerson
feels that the majority of Democrats in
Congress is to blame for the current
economic state the country is in. He
believes more republicans will be
elected to seats in congresss this November, which woulO set the stage for
George Bush to finally pass some
important legislation to boost the
economy. Emerson admits President
Bush has mad a few mistakes in the
past four years, but he believes Bush is
the right man to get this country back
on its feet again. Congressman Emerson strongly opposes Clinton's and
Gore 's ideas about improving the
economy, and feels they could only
make it worse with their liberal views
and tactics.
Emerson also has strong opinions
on many other important issues which
have been raised in his current campaign, On his fust day in Congress, he
introduced an amendment to prohibit
forced school bussing for the sole
purpose of desegregation. He believes

~

~
~

i

that the money spent on bUssing, could
have been better spent on text books, ~
classrooms, and teachers' salaries. He E
i~ a strong supporter of gun o~ner ~
n~hts and IS. e~dorsed by the Nauon~1 ~
Rifle Assoclauon (N~). Emerson IS ~
a strong supporter of pnvate property E
rights and opposed th~ 1990 ~atural §i
StreamsAcL Emerson ISa faollly man §
~d has been. endorsed by Missouri §i
~Itlzens for Life., Abnost all of these §
:~sues are ,~.onsldered , what I call §
hometown ISsues, that s whatmakes ~
BI~1 Em~~son a fighter for Southern ~
MlssounmCong~ess.
.
~
. If you would like further informa- ~
uon ?n Blll Eme~son ?r have .any E
questIOns .concerrun.g his campaign, ~
contack his office m Rolla at 364· ~
2455.
~
The Coiiege Republicans have ~
planned many other exciting events ~
throughout the year. If you are inter- E
ested in joining, contact Paul M. ~
Sakowicz at 364-11Q~
~
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Calendar of Events
Wednesday
SUB : Campus Showcue I Puck

formerly Monsanto Electronics
Materials Company. The topic
will be "Teamwork and
Employee Involvement."

IntBmuru. Managm Mtg.

2:00p.m. UMR mm soccer, Missouri Southern,

Eng. Mlg. /117 CE

6:30p.m. Society of Automotive Engineers Mtg . /

at illiR Soccer Field. Admission is fre e.
7:00p.m. UMR Fall Film Series, 'The Player,"

UMR men.{ and women.{ Cross Country, Sill
Edwardsville. 6 p.rn., in Edwa rdsville, n.

Miles .Auditorium,

Mechanical

Building. Admi&sion by season ticket or S3 at the

6:00p.m. Pi Tau Sigma Mtg./216 ME

6:30p.m. BSU Worship

Murray, Ky.

STUCO BLOOD DRIVE

Sunday

6:30p.m. American Nuclear Soc. MIg. 1227 Ful·

ton

2:30p.m. Stuco Lawyer I Walnut

Intramural Tennis Tourney
6:30p.m. Alpha Phi Omega Mtg.! Marl< Twain

5:00p.m. Blue Key Mtg./216 ME

7:00p.m. UMR women's soccer, Undenwood
7:00p.m. Tau Beta Pi MIg.! G·3 Chern

College, in St. Olarles, MO

Ne:8:t
Wedriesday

7:00p.m. American Society of Mechanical Engi-

ASUM: Voter Registration / Hockey Puck.

7:00p.m. Tau Beta Sigma MIg. I 139 ChE

4:30p.m. The New Tnditional Students Mlg.

7:00p. m. American Society of Civil Engineers

Marl< Twain

Mtg. J 114CE

neers Mtg . .! G·3 ChE

1:30p.m. Cbinese StudentAssoc. Cllinese Classes

6:00p.m. Spelunk... Club Mtg.! 204 ~fc.Nutt

7:00p.m. SL Fa!". Committee Mtg.! 107C Mining

7:00p.m. Homecoming Queen', Pictures I Wal·

6:00p.m. Wooley Mig.

IME
5:00p.m. SWdent Mass

6:00p.m. Spelunkers Club Mtl.! 204 Me.Nun

nut
6:00p.m. Eta Kappa Nu MlgJ 101

7:00p.m. College Republicans MIg.! G·9 H-5S

door.

UMR men ', football . Mum.y State, 7 p.m ., in
Theta Tau Ome,. Poster Sales/ Hockey Puck.

104 ME

Engineering

EE

6OOp.m. The UMR Juggling Club invit.. you to

7:30p.m. Society of Mining Engincers MIl. 1204

7:00p.m. Alpha Chi Sigma Smoker

7:30p.m. Dewn to Eanh MIg. 1210 McNutt

6:00p.m. Kappa Alpha Psi Mtg. /Walnut

6:30p.m. Voices of Inspiration Mil-'/TJSouth
6:00p.m. Eta Kappa Nu MtgJ 101

join them at the Hockey Puck before they come

Monday

7:30p.m. LutheBn Bible Class

apart.

McNutt

6:00p.m. W..ley MIl .

8:00p.m. Kappa Kappa Psi MIg . I 126 ChE

EE

6:00p.m. E.ta Kappa Nu Mt&. and Smoker 1103

EE
7:00p.m. College Republica!15 MtgJ G·9 H-5S

8:00p.m. SUB: Craig Karg .. 1 Centennial

malede
goddess
NephtyS
GreekG
Egypt a
makes t
begining
acquired
nianGil
F,J,Gou
markhir
slayingt
close of
Chaldea
MeJkarth

8:00p.m. Volleyball Club Mtl. 1 ME 209

,:OOp.m. Newman Mass

ASUM Voter Registration / Hockey Puck

zodiac. 1
aremote
slightly i

600p.m. The UMR Jugglin8 Club invites you to

Friday

7:00p.m. Pi Kappa Phi Date Rape Seminar 1204
McNutt

lutheran Center Campout

University Orators ChapterofToastmasten; international meets, noon, Missouri Room, University

join them at the Hockey Puck before they come
apart.

see Events, page 9

Center-East. For rnon: infonnation contact Steve
Watkins at 341·6321.

7:00p.m. Amer. Institute of Olemic:al Engineers
Mtg.!G·3ChE

SUB Movie: Th. tbnd that Rocks th. Cradle

7:00p.m. Association of General Contractors

GDI Movie tonl&ht

Missouri Miner
6:00p.m. GDl Governors Mtg.! Sunrise

6:00p.m. Eta Kappa Nu Help S ...ionl 101

Mtg./114CE

EE

lntronural Tennis Tourney
6:30p.m. BSU Bible Study

8:00p.m. Kappa Kappa Psi Mtg./126 ChE
Theta Tau Omega Poster Sales / HOCkey Puck

7:00p.m. Council of Graduate Students Meeting /

9:00p.m. Newman Mass

Thursday
Theta Tau Omega Poster S!resl Hockey Puck

STUCO BLOOD DRIVE

1:30p.m. Muslim Students Assoc. Mtg.

204 McNutt

3:30p.m. Need to do something to n:lieve stress ?

7:00p.m. Clli Alpha Christian Fellowship Mtg. !

Want to learn how to shoot a gun safel y? Come

Maramec

join the UMR Trap and Skeet Club in T·2 (the
white buil di ng behind the library) at 3:30 every

U:30p.m. Newman Scripwre

8:00p.m. Koinonia Mtg.! Missouri

Friday and see what we are all about. You don't

Tuesday

have to have your own gun. Call Jeffrey W.
U :30p.m. Civil Engineering Senior Semina r

Spencer at 341-84200r Jim David at 364-5684 for

Series, James E. Beavert, 'The International Dec·

more infonnation. Everyone welcome!

ASUM: Lunch with a Legislator I UCE

6:30 p .m. Inter"arsity Cllristian Fellowship Mig.!

ASUM: Voter Registration / Hockey Puck

1be llluourllllDerla the offiCial pubUcaUon of the atudents of the UnlYenllty
ofMtaaourl-Rolla. IUs dlatrfbuted each Wednesday afternoon at Rolla. Miaeouri
and features activitJea of the etudent. of UMR.
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muat have a name. atudent ID number. and phone number for vert8catJon.
Names will be withheld upon request.

Submissions for publication must be In our drop box (ftl'llt floor of the Norwood
Hall. Room 103) by 3:30 p.m. on tbeThul'llday befon: publication. The lliaaowi
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Business Manager __ ____ . ____ _· ____ ·· _____ · ________ ······••__ -Joson Boles (364-8968)
Advertising Director ---- --- · ----------------··---· ------ ---Dan DeAnnond (364-9783)

ade for Natural Disaster Reduction," Room 114,
Butler-Carlton Civil Engineering Hall .

SME B"'t S.I .. I McNutt

3:30p.m. UMR women 's soccer, Maryville Col·
leae, SL Louis in SL Louis .

7:00p.m. Show· Me Anime Club Mtg ./212 Mc
1l:30Lm. Civil Engineering Seminar, James

Nun

Kolakowski, "Placing. Fmithing. and Curing

4:30p.m. Chi Epsilon MIg. 1 117 CE
8: 00p.m. SUB: The Max I Puck
4:45p.m. T OUlmaners Mtg ,

5:00p.m. New Traditional Students Picnic! Schu-

Concrete," Room 114 Civil Engineering.

Ctrculatton -.. ... ----- -- ---- -. ------ ----- . . ---------.. --- .- ·-Mlke Matthews (364- 1433)
News Editor -.. -- --- -.--- . ---- ----... --- . . . ---.- ---... -----FJ"8.!1c1ne Belaska (364- 7485)
AlJsL News Editor -.----.. -- --- . . ----- ----. -.. ----- . . ---- ---.. ---- . . . -.----..Jody Lukaich
Featurea Editor . ___ . . . __ . __. ___ •__ _. ____.... __. __ ·_··_· ··_Chrtetopher Goo (341-1239)
Asat. Features Editor . . -- . . -.--.---. ----.-. .. -..... ----··-··-·-·-···---·-L:Ynette Brunner

Saturday
Summerfest

man

2:30p.m. StuCo Lawyer! Walnut

Eta Kappa Nu EE Picnic

SUB Movie: The Hand that Rocks Ihe Cradle

5:00p.m. WOMEN' S SOCCER VS . MARAME(

Soccer Field. Admission is free.
5:30p.m. Society of Women Engineers Mtg .
Missouri

Wesley R oat trip

Sports Editor __ . _. __ . _._._._. __. ___ __ · __ · ____ · · ··_·_· __ · ____· ____ ,JIm Beard (364-1292)

AsaL Sports EdJtor --.- -----.-.--.. -.----.. ---. -- .-----...... --. .. ---.. -.· ·Chr11t MerT1s
COMMUNITY College. exhibition gam~ . UMR

The ~irierican Society for
Engineering Management and
the Institute of Industrial
Engine.ers will hold their first
general meeting of the semester
on Thursday, Sept 10 at 5:30 p.
m. in Room 204 of the McNutt
building. The guest speaker will
be James Highfill, Director of
Manufacturing, of MEMC

AsaLAuvertlatngDlrector-· ---·-- ·------· --- ·--- ----·-· · · ----··· ------ · ·SOOttDavkiaon
Layout and Subacs:tpttons-- ·-···------ -·-- ------ ---·····- ---··-----··· ··-Kelth ,Jenlcek

VCE

6:00p.m. Omega Chi E",ilon Mtg./l40 ChE

Photo Editor -·--· _-· ·----· -·-------·-------·-·------··--·----Kevln Biggers (364-8968)
Copy Manager . -. . . ----- . .. -.--... --- -- -.---.... --- -----------·- ..Jlm Ocker'S (364 , 1207)
Elliot Clavin. Squlgy. AT. Goon. Roger. Casey
,James Banles
Knus hlk Pal. Muto.n Chen
.G.r;;wblC~
Mlng. Mike MaltheWlll. ,John Stork. David ThtterBhnU
AdvtrtJ;,lng BCDrr;m:ntgH"Ss' ,Jeremy Buchanan. I..4rry WIIIJ.o..ms
Photpgr9phSCl Tony Roungon. ,Jason Boles. Kevin Biggers
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Comments
A challenge of modern theological and mythological thought
Among the ancient Egyptians, the earth was personified as a
male deity by the name of Seb, Keb, or Geb, and his consort was the sky
goddess Nut. His children were: Osiris, Set, Horus the Elder, Isis and
Nephtys. Many parallels have been drawn between Egyptian Gods and
Greek Goods, and as Gerald Massey observed, "When Herodotus visited
Egypt and recognized the African originals of the Greek deities, he
makes the sage remark that his countrymen, in their ignorance of the
beginings, counted the birth of their gods from the time when they fust
acquired a knowledge of them." Another parallel beign that of Babylonian Gilgamesh and Greek Hercules. "Noteworthy,"as was observed by
F. J. Gould, "is the heroic legend ofGilgamesh, whose twelve adventures
mark him out as a solar demi-god, passing through the zodiacal episodes,
slaying the lion, wooded by the virgin Isthar, sickening and wasting at the
close of his journey, and renewing his glory in the next year. From
Chaldea the myth migrnted to Phonecia, where the hero took the form of
Melkarth; thence another step brings us to Heracles of Greece.

At this point I wish to clear up the point of the creation of the
zodiac. The zodiac can be traced back to Egypt, where it was known at
a remote period of time. The Egyptian version of the solar zodiac differs
slightly in form as is illustrated below:

Egyptian God
Sekhmet
Anibus
Sut/Horus

Khep~

Atum
Neith
Khnum
Isis-Serkh
Khonsu
Thueris
Menat
Sobek

Egyptian Sign
Cat
Jackal
Two Serpents
Seara!)
Ass
Virgin
Goat
Scorpion
Falcon
Baboon
Ibis
Crocodile

Greek Sign
Ram
Bull
Twins
Crab
Lion
Virgo
Scales
Scorpion
Archer
Goat
Aquarius
Fish

The solar zodiac was preceded by a lunar zodiac which was
divided into twenty-seven or twenty-eight lunar mansions instead of
twelve signs. Professor Arthur Harding tell us that, "Although the zodiac
is now determined by the course of the sun in his annual journey through
the sky it is very probable that it was originally determined by the path
6f the moon, which follows very closely the path of the sun, and can be
observed at the same time as ihe stars". The symbolism of the zodiac is
elegantly displayed in the myth of Hercules. "Of all the ancient divinities', to cite Edward Carpenter, "perhaps Hercules is·the one whose role
as sun god is most generally admitted. The helper of gods and men, a
migthy u-aveller and invoked elsewhere as a savior, his labors for the
good of the world became ultimately defined and systematized as 12, and
corresponding in number to tlie signs of the zodiac." The myth of
Hercules was known to the Sumerians, Phonecians and Greeks, Herodotus speculated on its origin and traced it back to the Egyptians. There
is no god named Hercules in the official pantheon of Egypt, but an
ancient Greek tradition identified Hercules wiith the ancient Nilotic
deity Khonsu. George St. Clair a scholar of Egyptian mythology explain
to us to a small group of deities standing apart.
These are Amen. Mut and Khonsu. often spoken of as the triad of Thebes. or the trinity
of Ethiopia .. . Budge tails us that the Theban triad had nothing to do with the BOOK 01
the dead. and from this we may suspect that they were either gods newly come up or
gods of foreign derivation . For some good reason. the orthodox Egyptian of the old
school kept them out of his sacred books. They were divinities of Thebes. and that city

Now onto religion. Citing Sir Flinders Petrie,"The oldest (reli"gious)
structure of the people was that which resembled the African in beliefs
and practices. There is a large body of customs, especially those
concerning the dead, which are closely alike in ancient Egypt and
modem Central Africa. In this stratum, probably preceding 10.000 B.C.,
animal worship was' usual; so strong was the primitive influence that this
remained in practice down to the Roman age. The source of this was a
sense of kinship of men and animals."
Edward Carpenter observes: "It is well known as a matter of
history that the worship ofIsis and Horus descended into the early Chris-

Conservative
Corner
Comments

Rob Hobart

Now that a few months
have passed since the notorious
Los Angeles riots, it may be possible to discuss the Rodney King
case with some degree of rationality. The case seems to be well on
tian centuries to Alexandria, where it took the form of worship of the
the way to becoming a modem
Virgin Mary and.the Infant Savior, and so passed into the European
myth, a fable of racism an injusceremonial. We have therefore the Virgin Mary connected by linear
tice. Butin fact this entire myth has
succession to the Egyptian and Ethiopean Mythology!" There are at least
been concocted by the legions of
16 different myths if crucified saviors whose stories parallel almost
the Politically Correct and their
perfectly with Jesus. They are:
allies in the Media.
The press distorted the
King case from the first day. Anyone who got all their information
(date precedes 2000 B.C.)
Horus of Ethiopea
from the network news can be forThulus of Egypt
(1700 RC.)
given for assuming that the case
(1200 B.C.)
Krishna of India
against the L.A. police was openCrite of Chaldea
(12OQ B.C.)
and-shut. After all, there it was on
OI70B.C.)
Attis of Phrygia
tape! The networks, however,
Tammuz of Syria
«1160 B.C.)
conveniently forgot that King had
Hesus of the Celtic Druids
(834 B.C.)
led the police on a ninety-mile-an(725 B.c.)
Indra of Tibet
hour chase before getting out ofhis
Bali of Orissa
(725 B.C.)
car and assaulting them; from his
(622 B.C.)
lao of Nepal
behavior the police believed he
(600 B.C.)
Alcestos of Greece
~ was on drugs, and he was in' effect
Mithera- of Persia
(600 B.C.)
quite drunk.
(600 B.c.)
Sakia of India
Obviusly, the police IDl1
(587 B.C.)
Quetzalcoat of mexico
use excesive force; but that force
(522 B.C.)
Wittobva of the Telingonese
was not racially motivated. King's
(506 B.C.)
Quinirinus of Rome
two passengers, both black, were
(4 B.C.)
Jesus
treated with complete couriesy.
The Annunciation and the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin
Mary and the Birth and Adoration of the Child Christ, are four scenes
represented in the modem Orthodox Christian Church yet they are found
engraved on the walls of the temple of Luxor and described as follows:
1. The Annunciation: The god Thoth is shown announcing to the virgin
tile fact that she is about to give birth to a son.
2. The Immaculate Conception: The god Kneph (Th~Holy Spirjt) and the
goddess Hathor are shown mystically impregnating the virgin by holding
ankhs (Crux Ansanta, the symbol of life) to the head and nostrils of the
mother-to-be.
3. The birth of the Child God: The mother is seated on the midwife's stool
and the newborn infant is held by the attendants.
4. The Adoration: the infant Horus is displayed as receiving homage
from gods and men, including the three kings or magi who are tendering
him gifts. In this scene the Ankh is seen again.
"In this picture" the Egyptologist, Samuel Sharpe, noticed, "we
have the Annunciation, the Conception, the Birth and the Adoration as
described in the first and second chapters of Luke's Gospel; and as we
have historical assurance that the chapters in Matthew's Gospel which
contain manuscript, it seems very probable that these two poetical
chapters in Luke may also be unhistorical and borrowed from the
Egyptian accounts of the miraculous birth of their son of God, Horus."
That is all for this week, next week I will try to go deeper into
the full succession of the Egyptian and Greek gods and the birth of
Christianity in the era of Amenhotep IV, including the tale of a young
priest educated at the Temple of HeIi opolis, a disciple ofIkhnaton, whose
name was Moshe (Moses).

was hundreds miles south of Heliopolis; they were the trinity of Ethiopia and not of

Kinya

Egypt.
p.

"
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This is not to excuse the beating,
which was obviously brutal and
unnecessary; it 1£ to say that the
beating would have been the same
if King were white. The media,
however, carefully expurgated
these facts, along with anything
else (including all but a few seconds of the famous videotape)
which might prevent the public
from reaching the Politically Correct conclusion.
The media were equally
duplicitous in their treatment of
the policemen's acquittal, which
they openly and indignantly labelled a "miscarriage of justice."
In fact, if the defendants had been
tried solely on the fucessive Force
charge, a conviction would have
been certain and just. But because
the authorities submitted to the
screamings of the Politically Correct and expanded the case, they
not .only failed to get convictions
on the additional charges, but
planted enough doubt in the jury's
mind to prevent even an Excessive
t

see Riots, page 4
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g
ng a hard time finding jobs ?
fro_m_pa_e_3 Why are College Students havi
_R_io_t_S_ _
Force convlcuon. Rather ' than
admit their own culpability in this,
the PC legions instead announced
that the veredict was "racist" and
openly anticipa ted-even encouraged-rio ts. Riots duly ensued.
What a coincidence!
The Politically Correct,
in the media and elsewhere, have
probably never given a more remarkable example of their collective blindness than during those
riots. "Rage" and "injustice" intoned the reporters, while street
gangs beat innocent people to
death and gleefully looted hopelessKorean businesses. When a
such brutality and hooliganism
that
suggested
few sensible
, they were
punished
to be people
ought
dennounced as "racists." Subsequently the Federal government,

gly.
ment charity. Yet, some poeple . should be paid accordin
Some teachers
not.
Maybe
Maybe.
Tom Brown
than
t
importan
more
are
they
think
Editor-in -Chief
are not worth half their salary,
the Common Good . .
while others are invaluable.
ut our nation's history,
Througho
Take for instance, the
It seems strange to me
teachers have taugth for a reason,
The
.
Detroit
in
situtation
teachers
striking
that with the economic
and it was not to get rich.
that we, as a nation, at least per- fact that teachers would actually
They
!
appalling
is
people
me,
to
some
that
strike,
in,
ceive we are
Are you aware what the
will still strike. College graduates are in a profession, whose purpose
'
They
ce.
importan
of a teacher in Deus
a
salary
tremendo
of
is
average
obtaining
in
difficulty
are finding
job, those with experience are now are developing the minds of those troit is? How about $43.000! Yes,
being laid off, and some,decide to who will be the leaders of tomor- !$43.000! They still want a 8%
reap the benefits of the govern- row. Some say then, that they raise ! The average salary of a

teacher at Rolla High School is
only $27.500. The state average is
only $29.500. Yes the cost of living is a factor, but still that is a very
comfortable living for a job that .
many people find happiness in
performing. They stream ~ about
teachers' rights. What about students rights. I wonder if the teachers will lose their report cards
when they take home a big fat F. I
say the School Board should
ground them. Permanently.
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cally Correct, has blithely tossed
aside the Double-Jeopardy law and
charged the acquitted policemen
under the Civil Rights Act. No
doubt the prosecutor will try to
browbeat the jury into the "correct" veredict with ominous reminders of the riots. No doubt the
media will echo this refrain across
the country. It all seems terribly
reminescent of the Paris mobs who
chanted innocent Frenchmen to
their deaths during the Terror.
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Welcome Back Students

SI. F

loen

for a limited time, Boatmen's is offering your first order of 200
checks at no charge when you open a checking account. Just bring in
~
the coupon below before September 30, 1992, and check out the
...___ . .. \ ~
convenience of a Boatmen's checki'ng account.
.
or
,.. Boatmen's Basic Checking requires no minimum opening deposit
.~.~
.~
$2.50,
ollly
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fee
monthly
a
includes
account
The
balance.
minimum
• --::; ~
on.
and a small charge for each check and Boatmen's Bank24'" transacti
~ ..." ,,~
.
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writing
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unlimited
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Account
g
Checkin
Regular
Our
servICe
ATM access with no minimlllll opening balance. And the low monthly
.
charge varies wil h your account balance.
you access to your money
Both :1ccounts collie with a BO:1tmen's Bank24'" ATM card which gives
, BankMa te and Plus
CIIUZUS
the
through
world
the
around
and
ATMs,
10C:11
four
at
around town
network s.
services ... check our Boatmen '5.
So check out the hank Ihar offers you the most convenient banking
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BriT/g this WIf/JO ll ;lItO Boatmen's when opening a checkiligaccolmf,
clT/d ll!e'/1 giue 'YOll your first order of200 boat stoc/<. checks free.
Offer good until Septenlber 30, 1992.
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Words of wisdom from Uncle Lar
Dear Uncle1,any,

Dear Perturbed,

Yes my friena, you are havI am having trouble getting
along with my roommate. First he ing trouble. Trouble standing up for
decided that he wanted my room, so your rights and privileges. I think your
even thought I had slept there the brain has turned to "diet soy-fiber
wholepreviousyear,Itrade,d roomsso slices". Don't you have any pride?
as notto offend him. Then he said that More importantly, what are you, a
the wanted the whole refrigerator for moron? Don't you know that you'll
himself, so I bought a playmate cooler never get anywhere in life, unless you
to keep my diet soy-fiber slices in. I actively fight to get there?
just told myself that since I am just a
Anyway, here is Uncle
history student and he is a psychology Larry's Patented Piss Your Roommate
grad student, he must know best.
off or Your Money Back method of
Then, two weeks ago, he getting even. First, wait until he
sold my car hwile I as in class. He said leaves, fmid a few of his hsoes, and
he needed the money to upgrade his urinate healthily in them. Whe he asks
stereo. I remained calm, will see that · you about it, tellhlm the dog di it (even
love and harmony is worth more than if you don't have a dog). Next, careany material thing. Is this the right fully slit the bottom of his toothpaste
choice, or should I ask my minister to tube with a razor, mix in a pound or so
of alum, reseal the tube with Superspeak to him?
Glue, and sit back and enjoy the show.
Sincerely yours,
He won't be asking you to "exchange
Perturbed but Peaceful
rooms" with him again for quite some
time after that little stunt.
One of the best tricks to pull
is to write, if our handwriting is good

enough, or have one of your girlfriends
write, a very revealing, twisted, psycho, 'if you leave me I'll kill your
rabbit, your girlfriend, and your par·
ents' type letter. Sign it with some
other girls' name, and leave it where
his girlfriend will find it before he
does. The kind of hell she'll give him
a greater than any amount you could
ever dream up.
•
If he doesn ' t get the hint
form any of the above suggestions,
you could always axe-murder hime in
his sleep, put him in a duffle bag, and
bury him in a shallow grave beside the
rail road tracks. This would be the best
course of action since he would be out
of your miserable life permanently.
As for your minister, please
leave him out of this. He has much
greater moral dilemmas to attend to.
You could stick and ice pick in your
eye, or staple your miserable, whining
mouthshut. Either way, wedon'thave
to hear you crying about your miserable, paltry problems anymore. That's
just a tip from your Uncle Lar.

Brown nosers beware
James Barnes
Staff Writer
The brown nosers are oUt in fuli
force this semester. Could it be the
funny weather patterns? If you are a
professor you know what I am talking
about, if you are a student you know
what I am talking about, and if you are
the subject of this article take heed,
your fraud is addressed.
To the common student there is
nothing more exciting then going to a
class that contains a brown noser, or
bn. It's '~,e lirst week of class, most
people sit back and observe, get used
to the professor, and check out the
class. For the motorious bn the first
week is "launch plan p.p. 1 week."
Brown nosing is an art to some people,
something thatcan be looking upon for
pleasure. The bn sits and listens intently always ploning to add some sort
of comment or bit of information to the
lecture. To watch a bn is a true form of
art in itself. They take down pages of
notes, flip back and forth through the
pages of their books, and occasionally
nod in agreement with the professor.
So far, this sounds just like what a
good student would be doing. But, the

Crop walk announced
:...

I

separation comes when thC;'1in begins
to talk and "add" to the professor's
lecture. "/ feel that this material is
',vontierjul, it added to my intellect and
made me a better person." What a
blundering idiot. Why the bn does not
acknowledge how transparent his
front has become is beyond me.
Another classic member of the bn
kingdom is the "will not shut up bn."
The class is moving along and it comes
time for the professor to ask the class for a little obligatory feedback, the bn
is first and last to comment. The string
of professor friendly ideas coming out
of the bn seem to never step. My
favorite episodes are the ones where
the bn keeps jumping into the conversation with subject related non-funny
jokes. The only person who laughs is
the bn, while the professor is standing
up in the front of the class going,
"Well, er, yes, o,k." When the bn
looks around the room wanting people
to laugh with him, he should realize
that the few people that are smiling are
thinking "What a fooL"
I am sure this type of art will be
present for some years to come. Constant surveillance will continue form
this department.

• • ,":

Kory Bakken
Staff Writer
Crop Walk 1992! That's right, the
SI. Pat's committee is doing their job
to end world hunger by sponsoring this
y~ar's Crop Walk on September 27.
But we can't end world hunger by
ourselves, we need donations. The St.
Pat's junior representatives will be
signing up sponsors from now until the
Crop Walk. Please, getin contact with
one of them if you have anything you
want to donate. There is a special
incentive for those Greek and independent organizations who donate the
most money per head ... participation
pointsfornextyear's 51. Pat's (25,15,
and 10for 1stthrough3rd). But, that's
not all, the Committee is also sponsor·
ing "Share the Harvest", a pasta supper
to benefit the hungry. The supper is on
Sept. 15 from 5:00 - 8:00 p.m., and
tickets are $5.00 for adults, $2.00 for
children. To buy tickets contact the
Wesley House at 364-1061. We would
appreciate your support in helping us
end hunger.
By the way, the St. Pat's Committeeis always looking for new representatives to become committee heads. If
your organization would like to be
informed, we suggest you elect one
soon. Those interesed should attend
one of the regular meetings on Thurday evenings at 7 0' clock, in the ME
Annex, room 107-c.

Blood drive this week
Student Council
Source

Miner
triatholon

The Ninth Annual Miner Triathlon
In the past decade, the University this year is on September 12, 1992.
of Missouri-Rolla, alogn with theresi- , The race includes 500 yard swim, 15
dents of Rolla, have become the lead- mile run, and 5 k run. There are five
ing source of blood in the Springfield divisions, me over 25, men under 25,
regional blood services. Along with women over 25, women under 25, and
the pride of being the leading source of teams of2 or 3. The event will be held
blood, we have successfully held on at themutipurpose building, starting at
the theBlood Drive Trophy for the past 9:00 am. All participants will receive
commemorative T-shirts, but top three
twelve years.
winners from each division will reWith this in mind, the Student ceive prizes. The entry fee is free fo
Council and the American Red Cross UMR student, and 5 dollars for nonwill be sponsoriJ!g a local Blood UMR's. Entry forms are now availMobile on Wednesday and Thursday, able at the SUB office (second floor 0
September 9 and 10. The Blood the university center-west), MutipurMobi1e will be located in Centennial pose bliilding, and the Key Sport.
Hall, which is on the second floor of They are to be turned in at the SUB
the University Center-East, and will office no later than Friday Septembe
run from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on 12 at 12:00pm. For more information
on this event, please call the SUB
both days.
office at 3414220.
At least 250 blood donors are
needed each day to meet the growing at the blood drive. Our gracious dodemand for blood in the Springfield nors will also be entertained by the
regional area. We need your unselfish KMNR Road Show on both days.
support to meet these needs. Anyone
Your efforts in the past are greatly
between the ages of 17 and 65 can appreciated, but we need your support
donate, but, for health reasons, please to continue UMR's outstanding blood
do not donate blood if you weigh less drive tradition. The Red Cross Blood
than 11 0 pounds' 01' have donated Mobile is open to ¢e public, so please
within the last eight weeks. _
. drop by Centennial Hill !:,n September
Naturally, there 'will beplent)(:of ~d 10·an~'Ve thwg·fJ' tolife-it'll
free cookie~, so.h, pizza, and ~pcom make you feel good! • .
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Some helpful hints on writing good resumes
As graduation approaches, students nationwide will be job hunting
- many for the first time. Getting
over the flTSt hurdle, the resume, can
be a challenge for graduates who have
little work experience to draw from
and who are competing "'ith literally
thousands of other resumes that flood
companies every spring. Since many
srudents don'!. have an extensive work
history, how can they enter the job
market with an effective resume?
According to Adrianna Foss, vice
president of operations for Kindo's
. Copy Centers, "The key is to carefuUy
assess your experiences and develop
an arsenal of achievements, not a laundry list of job duties." By expanding
your thinking beyond simple job functions to .focus on the skills you acquired through those functions, you

can articulate your usefulness to the
comany. Any summer job, extracurricular activity or sport provides skills
that can be applied to problt:ms in the
workplace. To assist resume-writers,
Kindo's has developed a Resume
Guide offering helpful tips on resume
creation and production.
Following are some helpful hints
that will help you produce a resume
that will actuaUy be read and not
thrown in the circular file.
Yo'.!! flr.;t
Step J: Assess thoughts should deal with " How can I
take what I've done in coll~ge and
apply itto ajob? Thatinvolves assessing everything you've partici;>ated in
during the past four years: extracurricular activities, part-time and summer jobs, sports, '::1£;., and identifying
skills you've acquired along the way.

For example, if you've waited tables,
you've probably proven that you can
handle pressure and juggle priorities
- invaluable traits for a potential
employer.
Step2: Assemble- Youraccomplislunents must be expressed in short,
concise statements that express action
to attract the reader's attention remember that you're marketing
yourself. Your potential boss cares
about results, the bottom line, what
you did and how it benefited the resUVU'ant/imiversity/club/team. for example, rather than saying that you
were a club trasurer, describe how you
designed a new accounting system that
accurately tracked dues payments to
increase revenues.
Your cover letter deserves the
same approach, since it functions as an

introduction to your resume. Be certain that you've researched the company thoroughtly so that you can express how your experience can be
useful. Focus your research on the
company's needs and how you can fill
those needs, drawing on your past
achievements.
Step 4: Produce - Wiihout fail,
the best paper choice is white or off·.
white. According to the experts the
resume and cover letter should bc
developed via a good desktop publishing system and produced on a las.e r
printer. The result will be a more
professional product than one produced on a typewriter, and companie$
like Kinko' s offer packages that include laser typesetting and output,
paper and envelopes to help you create
the best impression. You can also

create your own resume at Kindo' son
their in-store computers, available in
most stores 24 hours a day, seven days
a week.
Gimmicks are alos risky and can
backfire. According to Adrianna Foss,
Kinko's vice president of operations,
"I heard a story about someone who
sent a tennis hoe along with a resume
to a potential employer and enclosed a
card saying, 'Now that I have my foot
in the door, give me a caU." You
should use tactics such as this only in
very rare cases where extraordinary
creativity is ajob prerequistite-in an
advertising agency, for example.
Kinko's Resume Guide, available
at Kinko' s locations nationwide, can
help get you started. For the location
nearest you, call1-800-743-COPY.
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Fun-loving, laid back qrganiza·
tion, seeks students interested in mu·
sic. theater, comedy, movies. magic ,
art and just about everything else you
can think of. Object - An exchange of
ideas leading to superior entertainment for the whole campus.
SUB is the activities programmer
for UMR. We have sponsored every·
thing from comedians to ski trips.
Granted we can't make everybody
happy all the time but if you don't let
us know what you want we can't make
anyone happy. SUB has made arrangements with the Miner for this
column - SUB Conscious to appear
every week. Through this column we
want to let you know what we have
planned. If you would like to participate in teh decision-making please
feel free to attend a committee meeting (DAtes & Times will be listed in
this column) or just come up to the
SUB office and let us know your intereste:l. If you would rather not be on a
committee we stiU want you to READ
THIS COLUMN. We want to make
sure that you know what entertainers
and activities are coming to campus.
Remember - SUB events are FREE
with a UMR Student ID.
LOOK'FOR:
Craig Karges - Thursday 8pm @
Centennial Hall
THE Max - Friday 8pm @ The
Puck
Miner Triathlon - Saturday 9am@
Multi-Purpose
THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE
CRADLE 7&9 pm MEl04
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Derby Days dash for cash
Larry Polk
Staff Writer
Yes, it's time to pull out the running shoes from the closet for the Fifth
annual Derby Days Dash held by Key
Sport and Sigma Chi. Registration for
the race begins at 10:00 a.m. Saturday,
September 19. The5K (3. l miles) and
10K (6.2 miles) events will start immediately after registration at 11 :00
a.m. A six dollar entrance fee (for the
5K) and an eight dollar entrance fee
(for the !OK) will allow you to participate in the run, enjoy the Bar-B -Que
inunediately following, and drink free
Pepsi Cola, plus the ftrst seventy-ftve
to enter will receive a free race shirt.
Others may purchase shirts at two

The proceeds will go to the Children's Miracle Network . The Network provides health care, through its '
associated hospitals, for over five
million needy children each year, with
illnesses ranging from cancer to
AIDS.
Runners will be competing in three
age groups: seventeen and under,
open, and forty and above. Key Sport
will supply a pair of running shoes for
the overall male ano female winners of
each division. All group winners will
receive a trophy and all second place
fmishers will receive medals, compliments of Key Sport.
So start running and get ready for
the Derby Days Dash on September
19.

I---____________________________
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The Max rocks the puck?
Entertainment
Source

to please both the eyes and the ears,
THE MAX combines a fashionable
modem image with post-modem alterWhat is it that you are looking for native dance music that will keep you
in a band? If it is energy, excitement on your feet and on the dance floor.
danceable music, state of the art equipment and overall. .. just a great time ...
THE MAX has spent 42 to 45
then come see THE MAX, Friday, weeks a year on the road for th epast
Sept. 11 8 -11 PM at the Puck.
five years, playing mostly on college
campuses in the Midwest & northTHE MAX is three talented musi- west. Their sounds range from songs
cians with a combined total of23 years by INXS, U2, REM, The Cure, The
of professional experience.
John Police, Simple Minds, Smithereens,
Brenner plays drums, guitar and is on Cheap Trick and much more . Besides
vocals. Kyle Brenneris the lead vocal- rock and llItemative covers, they also
ist for the band and also plays guitar. perform their own originals from their
Eddie White handles bass guitar and aibum, " Shadows in the Shade."
vocals. THE MAX sounds much
larger through skiUful use of sequenced and recorded parts. Aiming
l~
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Classifieds
..
Miscellaneous

JSS,

We still need male cheerleaders. Doni be shy ll

lns,

Contact Linda Martin. 218 University. Center

vho

West.. 34 1-4286 for more information.

Personals

Rob,

Howle, Kuntz, McFllJ"iane, and Apostle,

Wine tours and parties here we come. You 're

Opie,

Gel a life.

Snack Pack,
Put your knap sack on the bike rack.

Krlstl,
Student Organisations: Don't forget about your McFly,

Thank

mailboxes in Student Activities, 113 University

Thanks for listening, giving me advice nnd

lou

Center West Also - Don't forget to tum in your out!

yin
lary

officer and compliance fonns to Linda Martin,

(,

yOll.

Work.~hop

Thank you. Thank you,

just being there these past few weeks. You're the

Bill Z. Bub

BEST ROOMIE.

Apostle and Pasklewicz,

You 're a LUKE Perry look-a·likel

Houdini

LieD,

n

LA V - When's the next G.N.O.?

Stay out of my sh·tl

dents to RoUa. We have beautiful handcrafted

Scott,

Snatch Pack

gifts at reasonable prices. Come visit us at 606

Drake (rrom J:N)

leave a mes.!age

I need a big hand ... where 's Zwb?

Jenny's Antiques welcomes you to see our used

B. Mopping,

BG

DEATHKILL-

Karen

WAHOO!!KA

Chris,
Thanks for everything. What would I do wlo

No passing. No graduating.

glassware, and small appliances.. See us for all

GIoxlng

you? You're a great Iii' bro.

yo~usedhouseho ldneeds. 606 Pine Street 9 a.m.

Steph,

IU. pledges are way cool!

Want the water tumed on?
Karen

F6

Yippee, yippee, Yi, Yippc, Yo, Yo, Yo!

Brad,
Tobey,

Stay off tha crack.
Sliver Pine Restaurant located at 704 Pine Street

are 6 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday to Saturday and 8 a.m.

f.

- 3 p.m. on Sunday. Daily specials, homemade

,".e

pies and rolls are our specialty. Ask for the 10%

Amy-

You're a great Big Bro.

3rd

invites you to breakfast or lunch daily. Our hows

<?

You 're awesome!

THANKS! II

Pine Strtel9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-Saturday.

to 5 p.m. Monday - Saturday.

a (an

Karen

Ople,

furniture and household items, used books, dishes,

-419
Mlke(rrom IT!)

Good luck! Get meanl

I

We're glad you're our new roomie! Hope you
are, too!

Crew.

Need a paper towel ?

218 University Center West.

Heartland Country Crafts welcomes UMR stu-

...

"

Cyndl B·

The Guys

The devil is in your closet .... And he wants

LeAnne,
How much mail do you get, now?

Karen

'OOt

tion

I Quale '921
Captain Conversatlve

!da

Ible
can

Bush

a cool Iii ' bro.

une

nan
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Love
Precious,
Well , we're back for another year. Let's make

Melissa,
WillIamson,

Me too!

~ll KeVln

Quit picking on mel
You 're the b~ roomie, NOTI

Enjoyl

The Bro's

Jfyoubave anupcoming event that you would like
Biggers at 364-8968 one week ahead the event.

BUNGEE
Chrissy,

You fmally got the incentive· CongralS and

Get rid of the bitch!

PuddIn'
to bave'a pictUre in the Miner, please

Did you steal Christopher?
F6

Sam

it a good one.

Student Discount with I.D.

Sleph girt,

Got a question?

BUNG
Jen and Jen,

You're the greatest big brol Look out Cavern.

)

Do you stilt take Al.QI.of I..Ql!lQ waLIts?

WillIamson,

Eart,
Karen

I'm gonna' pimp-slap that ''Ho'',

F6

VelvelJones

Nicole, Lynne, Sleph
We have to get together and celebrate the

GIRLI
BUNGEE

Fun & Games

,

1
8
13
14

•

16
17
18

,ars,
"ble

19
20

llef-

you

21
22
23
25

(Jf.

0 45
epas1
,liege

27
28

,Orth·

31

;Dngs
, The

32
33

-eenl,

sides

36

I also

40
41

rtheir

© Edward

Jul ius

ACROSS
42 More suitable
9 Well-known magazine
44 Simian
10 Monogram component
Slangy children
45 Likely
11 Knocking sound
Mi xes
46 Shoe part
12 Singer Pete, and
Bakery item
47 Class of ballfamily
Incrustations on
player
14 Confessors
old copper coi ns
49 Novelist - 15 Tracy/Hepburn movie
Oxygen-supplyi n9
France
(2 wds.)
apparatus
52 Atom - 24 Outer garment, as
Descendant of Esau 53 Appl ied an oi ntment
a fur
Most li ke Ja ck
54 Rapidly-maturing
25 Ones who impair
Sprat's food
plants
26 Stiff-collared
Label
55 Like some kitche ns ,
jackets
Have - - wi th
inca 1or
29 Buyi ng everyth i n9
(h ave connections ) 56 Held back, as
i n sight (3 wds. )
Mischievous child
water
30 Short-bill ed ra il
Suffix for mason
57 Sounded a warni ng
33 Gathered together
Plant again
signal
34 Town on southern
Certa i n doctors ,
tip of N.J. (2 wds)
for short
DOWN
35 Toe - Swiss river
37 Albany, in relation
Followers of Lions
Having only
to New York City
and Tigers
ma9nitude
38 Was atop (2 wds.)
Arll1Y offi cers
2 Cashed a pawn, in
39 Greek
(abbr . )
chess
43 Like a clarinet or
San , Texas
3 Hoi st
oboe
College entrance
4 Beginning of George 45 Sap-sucking insect
exam
Washington saying
48 - - of Wight
Necessity for
_. 5 Part of i=prt
49 Rental listi~,
7-Down
6 Ring decisions
(abbr.)
--Jongg
7 Spanish painter
50 " - - lay me •.. "
Impudence
51 Love, in Spain
8 Jazz dance

·Collegiate CW8719

see Crossword, page 4
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21st CENTURY STEEL BAND

TUESDAY, SEPT. 8 -

5
~

8 PM
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CAMPUS SHOWCASE

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 9

§

@ THE PUCK

II

THURSDAY, SEPT. 10 -
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FRIDAY, SEPT. 11 -
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CENlENNIAL HALL
Dance Band

8 PM@THEPUCK
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MINER TRIATHLON
9AM @ Multi-Purpose Bldg.
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All activities are FREE with a UMR Student Id.
For more information call SUB at 341-4220. '
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Non~traditional
New's Services
SOURCE

Rolla, Mo. - At the University of
Missouri-Rolla, older, "non-tradiI tional" students make up only 23 percent of the student body. But they have
more services 'available to them this'
year than ever before - with a support
, group called OASIS and their own
student organization, TNTS.
OASIS - Older Adult Students in

Sch~l- is a UMR Counseling and
career Development program that
offers older students a discussion fo·
rum with other students. The group
was organized last spring, said Diane

Missouri Miner

students start new tradition
Stutts, program coordinator and coun'
selor in the counseling and career de·
velopment department.
"Groups like this one are found on
many campuses because the majority
of students are over 25," said Stutts.
"There is so much information these
students need ... They don't have time
to waste. We s!!e them as a separate
group because of their needs."
Last spring, students in OASIS
decided to form a group of their own
called TNTS - The New Traditional
Students. TNTS activities for the fall
include a picnic at 5 p.m. Thursday,
Sept. 10, in Schuman Park; a talk
Wednesday, Sept. 16, by Dr. Catherine Riordan, director of the UMR man·
agement systems program, on work-

ing with academic advisers; a presen·
tationaboutUMRon Wednesday,Oct.
21, by Chancellor John T. Par; and a
talk on stress management Wednesday, Nov. 18, by Marilee Kreuger of
the UMR ' psychology department.
These meetings are at4:30 p.m. in the
Mark Twain Room, University Center-East.
A benefit of.TNTS is "to be with
people who .are experiencing the same
circumstances," said Ann Kruse, a
senior in electrical engineering and
OASIS participant. "I felt a void of
people in my situation - that is, older
students - especially in a univeristy
where there aren't a lot of non-tradi.tional students."

EIT applications now available
News Services
SOURCE

able in the dean's office of the UMR
School of Engineering, Room 101 Engineering Research Laboratory
(ERL), or in the dean's office of the
UMR school of Mines and Metallurgy ,
Room 305 NcNutt Hall.

Rolla, Mo. - Applications for the
Engineer· In-Training (Eln examination at the University of MissouriApplications are due to the MisRolla ire now available to qualified souri Board of Architects, Professtudents.
sional Engineers and Land SUrveyors
by Sepll4.
Students who are graduating from
an accredited engineering curriculum
in the winter semester of 1992 or the
spring semester of 1993 may apply.
Applications for enrollment are avail-

The Fundamentals of Engineering
Examination will be given Oct. 29 at
UMR. Review sessions will be held on
campus with dates and topics to be
announced later.

Survey

from page 2

Other Drug Use

this in mind. As past research has
shown, the drug of choice of
UMR students is alcohol. Since
the majority of students drink and
several of them drink abusively,
educational efforts need to
continue.

UMR students did not
indicate much involvement with
drug use other than alcohol.
Thirty-seven percent of the
students used tobacco in the last
year. Marijuana use in the last
year was l4% : With regard to use Based on these results, i i % of
of other drugs, students report
the students started drinking
using: Cocaine (2%); Hallucino- before the age of 18. Thus, the
gens (6%); Inhalants (2.3%);
majority of students have already
Amphetamines (13%); Sedatives tried alcohol before coming to
(1.6%), Steroids (.2%): and
UMR and are not drinking for the
Designer drugs (1.4%) in the last first time in college. The fact that
year. Consistent with past
they are drinking before their
research very few UMR students arrival here needs to be taken
have tried illegal drugs and fewer into consideration when doing
are continuing to use them.
alcohol education programming.
Education regarding thes drugs,
Some students are
however, needs to continue.
experiencing symptoms related to
Conclusions/Recommendations developing an alcohol problem
(hangovers, blackouts, nausea).
Education to help students
The students surveyed
identify these symptoms should
were reprentative of the UMR
continue to be an integral part of
student body with regard to
alcohol education programming.
gender, living arragement, state
UMR students indicated that their
of residency, and age. However,
a larger sample of minorities and involvement in alcohol-related
behaviors such as drinking and
class levels would be helpful in
driving, missing classes, poor test
gaining a better picture of
grades, suicidal gestures, and
alcohol and drug use patterns of
sexual assaults was relatively
the student body as a whole.
few. However, any involvement
Since the results of this should not be taken lightly and
survey rely on self-report data,
should continue to be the focus of
they should be interpreted with
educational efforts.

Events

from page 2
is administered by the Missouri Coordinating

Financial Aid

Noday

Board for Higher Education (€:BHE) to provide

For mote infonnation and/orapplicatioM pertain-

college scholarships to outstanding

The University. of Missouri - Rollal Fall Fllm

ing to the following scholarships, ~ontact .the Stu-

grad\!L ~ ;':i

Series begins Sept 1 with "Rambllna Rose" and

dent Financial Aid office, G-l Parker Hall.

Irish students learn about UMR
;
::
::=
::

5::

News Services .
SOURCE

::
=
~
~

Two students from University
College Dublin in Dublin, Northern
Ireland, will visit the University of
Missouri-Rolla campus Sept. 9-12 as
part of a cultural exchange program
between the two universities.
The Irish students - Barry Roche,
21, a history and political science student and president of UCD's students'
Union, and Lisa Ryan, 20, a student of

are com-

ing to UMR to learn about student life
at an American technological university. Their trip here is sponsored by the
two campuses and Jefferson Smurfit
has sponsored exchange programs between UMR and UCD for several

7p.m. Tuesdays in

UMR's Miles Auditorium in Ibe Mechanical

years.

=
=

"

;L.. -

low shirt with CSUon the back of it. If should contact Chief Bill B Icckman at
you need an escort do not hesitate to the UMRpoliceorone of the CSOvolask. They areveryeagertohelp. In the unteers. Like Chad Little said, "We
are here to help make the campus safer
future, they might do some fundrais·
and we'd appreciate and need all the
ing and possibly dispatching for the
police ....!~yoll have "!'y q.u!,stiol)s OJ: . . ~,!~port y?U .c .~ gi~~ ~~.:' . , , , ., , • ,

Women's Club is offering two scholarships of

$500 to women enrolled for Ibe 1993 Spring
Semester. The scholarship is designed to encour·

This year's series includes: Sept I, c'Ram·

Must have graduated from higb school or be
scheduled to graduate from high school within

being shown in conjunction with the Brazilian

process of changing careers.

N.ive Art Exhibition being held Aug. 2g· Sept 22

th~e

(3) months of the date of the award or have

received a certificate of high school equivalency

Eligibility requirements:

at CutletIWl Halt and Ibe Curtis Laws Wilson
The Player; Sept

Must be a resident of Missouri according to
the residency requirements of the CBHE.

whether they are in the

continuins education -

U

Must be a U.S. Citizen or National. or an
eligible non-citizen.

aae"wom:n to advance their career goals througb

bllna Rose"; Sept 8, cCSlack Orpheus," which is

for successfuUy complctina the Test of General
Must be a resident 'of either Phelps, Dent,

Education Development (GED)

29,

Maries or Pulaski Counties.

Must rank in Ibetop ten (10) ofhis orberhiah

"Delicatessen"; Oct . 6, "The Vlraln Sprlna";

At least 25 ynrs of age.

schoolgraduatina class or have achieved a com·

"Hope

and

Glory";

Sept.

Oct. 13. c'lnddtnt al Opla"i OcL 20, uAmerl·

can Drum"; Oct. 27, "Macbeth"; Nov, 3,

Enrolled at an accredited educational institu·

po.ite score on the General Education Development (GED) test that is recognized by the state to

tiOD.

"Dodes'Ka-Den"; Nov. 10, "The Walkabout";

The scholarship will be awarded on the basis

Nov. 17, "fhe Woman Next Door"j Dec. 1.

of fmancitt need and the development of a spe-

percent of high school graduates in the state, or

"Love and Anarchy"; Dec 8, c'l'ramc".

cific plan for using the scholarship to advance

nationally.

pmniereviewing ofc'Chalk up Anothert" a five-

from page 1

Ellalbltlty Requirements:

The Rolla Area Business and Professional

door is $3. Tickets may be purchased at the door.

A highlight of this year's &eries is the world

Safety

or secondary schoclsor educational prognms.

days. Season tickets are $20 and admission at the

22,

Roche and Ryan will be available
for interviews after 3:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Sept. 9, and Thursday,
Sept. 10. To arrange an interview,
contact Andrew Careaga at UMR
News Services, 341-4328.

ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND PROFFSSIONAL WOMEN

Engineering Buil~ing. This is a change from pre-

Library on campus; Sept IS,

school

public or private nonprofit preschool, elementary,

vious years, when movies were shown on Thurs-

arr.haeology and classics -

hiab

and students in college to enable and

encourage them to pursue teaching careers in

ends Dec 8 with uTramt".
Movies will be shown at

Page 9

their career goala.

be Ibe equivalent of ranking in Ibe top ten (10)

Submit a completed scholarship application

Application Dudllne: September 30, 1992.

by the deadline.

minute music video featuring Rolla artists Ellen

Upperclassmen must maintain satisfactoryac-

Pearce and Phillip Streamer and directed by James

ademic prog~s according to the standatds oflhe

Bogan, UMR professor of Art and director of the
FaU Film Series.
The series is sponsored in part bya grant from
the Missouri Arts Council. For m:ore infonnation.
contact the Philosophy and liberal Arts Departmont at 341.-4869.

eliaible instruction of hiaher education to be eliMbsourl Coordlnatlna Board for HI&her Edu.
cation Paul Douala! Teacher Scholanhlp Proaram

Must be enrolled full-time in a courseofstudy
at an eligible institution of higher education lead-

The Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship Pro·
gram (PDTSp) is a.federallv fund,.ct ............ .,. .... 'h

aible for a renewal scholarship award; and

ing to teacher certification.

' , . A..... l1 ...~.l r.;. :: '. ~ <'!.":: . ~ I".~~.~ ;r. 1 : ","-
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GREEI(S & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

I 15% off anyone I
IL _purchase
with ad I
________ J

v'~hG ~rr !l'Nl

* ACRYLIC NAILS
* HAIR COLORING
* HAIR CUTTING

$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

r---------,

<'lm'l'':T~i~

r~::J:HE(fP!Ji(
I/l~E:
""~::P'=
t2
. . -----~~

•

.lIen 's Clo thing E .rcl usively

o.
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PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAlLS!

'" LATEST PERMING

WALKINS TECHNIQUES
WELCOME
MaN-SAT 1364-6965

No obligation. No cost
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling

1

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 6S

713 Pine St.
364-2323

...

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE
AT ...

·OWNERS·
LINDA CONSTABLE BOWLING & MICHELLE CONSTABLE
l037IUNGSmGHWAY ' ROLLA

1 I' L I~ S of

sou

N D

RET 1 REM EN TIN \' EST IN G

BDmIRI!~E' 3_,

215 WEST IllhSTREET
P.O. BOX 832
AOU.A. MISSOURI65>«l1

FOR HELP
DURING UM' LANNED PREGNANCY
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
NEW EARLY DETECTION METHOD

-The Professional ..

HAIR CRAFTERS
Student Discounts.& Walk-ins Welcome
1720 N. Bishop (Across frornT.J . HaJI)

(;C)
/

for appoinunent call: 341 '· 3800

'-r"

"2

2::7S-

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

CHRIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
OF ROLLA
(10th & MAIN STS.)

C

WELCOMES
UMR
STUDENTS
j
TOOUR WORSHIP

<.'3

&.

s

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

00

;)0

.,~
~

"".~
~

1""

j

SUNDA Y MORNING;
7:30 - HOLY EUCHARIST
j
9:30 - HOLY EUCHARIST/CHURCH SCHOOL ~
~

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is. you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'U want
to live at leas t as comforta bly then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now. you can take
advantage of tax·deferral and give your
money time to compound a nd gr.ow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month begin ning at age 30 and you can
acc'u mulate over $'92.539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years' and
you'll have to budget $227 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement. you can count on TIAA'CREF
to help you build the future you deserve~ith flexible retirement and tax·deferred
a nnuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest·
ment choices. and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tom~rrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it....

(I

CALL 364-1499 FOR PARTICULARS.
nu rm u..,3"./dy t. Jk. tiN."....,..,.} 41'" cf "',..,....J~. r-r.,.~;p.., rakJ ...u13
".4_ vuy'Jiff"""",.iu. CREF<uti/ww ",,~ir~6y TL>IA.ClIEF1.3..-J..i.,.} IMlibd....J &r.;"u.

'Au~ "" Uoiuut r.u. cf 7.5% ere3iu3 t. TL>IA l1dir<m<nt 1lmwiJUJ.
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Sports
Squiggy's back

•••

like it or not so here's his picks

College football guru returns to give you the scoop on the race for the national championship. Read closely and heed his word, for he has been ch6sEm

By Squlggy
STAFF WRITER

The college football season
gets in full swing this weekend with
defending co· champions Miami, and
Washington opening up campaigns to
defend their titles . Miami opens at
Iowa and Washington at Arizona state.
With the season coming under way so
does Squiggy 's Top Ten. Once again I
shall preview the top ten teams in the
country and these are my preseason
picks. In retrospect, the season has
started with with Texas A & M defeating Stanford 10·7 marking Stanford
Coach Bill Walsh' s return to college
football. Let us jump right into the Top
10 starting with at the bottom.
# 10: Syracuse coming off of
an impressive 10·2 season highlighted
by a victory over Ohio State in the Hall
of Fame bowl. This talented team returns offensive starters including
multipurpose back Qadry Ismail
brother of Notre Dame star Raghib
Ismail. Outstanding QB Marvin
Braves returns to lead a potent offense.
Defense only returns 5, but the only
weakness is the secondary which may

be devastated in a pass oriented con·
ference. Key game is Nov. 21 st at
home against Miami . This .team is very
capable.of making a run at the title.
#9 : Alabama- This team
kept SEC Champ Florida from National Title contention and returns 16
starters including offensive pilot Jay
Barker and speedster David Palmer.
These two will make a solid offense
c1ick.Defense in Alabama is already to
go with acomplete solid unit sprinkled
with youth, the Crimson Tide can
make a run with victories over Tennes·
see, Auburn and Arkansas.
#8 : Texas A & M-this team
already took a big step toward their
goals by beating offensive wizard Bill
Walsh and Stanford. This team needs a
stellar QB to run a potent offense.
Even without it they could win it all on
defense with sophomore Sam Adams
up front. They return 6 starters other
than him and are very deep everywhere.
#7 : Penn State-this team
like the Aggies will win with an awe·
some, swarming, hitting defense that
can make your head spin. They will
rely on O. J. McDuffie and Richie

Football Miners triumph
By Chris Merris
ASST SPORTS EDITOR
Last week I mentioned how
a win over Iowa-Wesleyan could pay
dividends for the Miners. Well, we are
.about to find out because they upset
the Iowa-Weslyan Tigers 27-26 in a
big comeback win. All this happened
without senior quarterback Mike
Wise. His replacement, Curt Courtney, completed 21 of37 for 291 yards
and two touchdowns, he also rushed
for another tally. Chris Alverson had
10 receptions for 178 yards and both
TO receptions .
The Miners were down 19-0
in the second quarter. By the third
quarter the Miners closed to a 26- 14
deficit. From there on it was all Miners, giving first year head coach Jim
Anderson his first Miner victory.
The question remains can
the Miners achieve a winning season?
This weekend they will further their
campaign againstdivisionI-AA opponent Murray State who lost their season opener to SEMO. The Racers
come off of a 3-8 season behind fifth
year head coach Mike Mahoney. Even
though the Racers are picked a lowly

seventh in the tpugh Ohio Valley confernce the fact remains they will be a
fomidable opponent for the battle tom
Miners. If the offense clicks against a
young and pourous Racer defense you
may see a shootout.
The Miners will open at
home against the Pittsburg State Gorrillas September 26th at Jackling
Field. The Gorrillas are defending
National Champions and favored to
win it again. The Miners were one of
two blemishes to their season with a 66tie. Let's root the Miners to a victory.

Anderson to run their way on offense.
Kerry Collins must fill up big shoes
left by QB Tony Sacca and a stable full
of young talents will uphold Penn
State tradition. Their key games are
against Miami Oct. 10th and against
Notre Dame Nov. 14th.
#6 : Florida State-Poor
Bobby Bowden has trouble winning
the big one. Returning half his starters
would seem like a plus, but talented
Comer Terrell Buckley and RB Amp
Lee left early leaving gaping holes to
be filled , but with a talented offensive
line and some heavy hitters on defense
FSU may surprise some people as they
test some youth and they have an all
important game at Clemson which
usually spells doom for opposing
teams and at Miami could also be a
heartbreaker. They also must play
Florida to close out the season look for
Bowden to surprise people with a
talented fired up team.
#5 : F1orida- Boy, Notre
Dame sure did make the Gators gape as
Jerome Bettis annihilated an excellent
Gator squad in tlie Sugar bo,\, 1. Shane
Matthews will return as the Heisman
favorite after being tricked against a

porous Irish Defense. Don't think that
will stop Steve Spurrier's Gators from
running at SEC Crown but National
Titles don't come from the entrench·
ment and at SEC battlegronds the
teams are too tough and too competitive. The champion of this division
will likely have one loss and Florida
has to play interstate rival Florida
State along with the brutal conference
schedule.
#4 : Michigan· Ask Gary
Moeller, he features the second best
one ·two punch in the country with QB
Elvis Grbac and Tail Back Tony Powers. This reminds me of Notre Dame
last year, because like the Irish, the key
to glory was lost when Junior Heisman
Trophy winner Desmond Howard left
early i.e. Rocket Ismail. But this team
returns a talented defense to comple·
ment a great offense meaning one
thing: the Rose Bowl.
#3: Notre Dame the number
one QB-Running Back tandem in Rick
Mirer and Power Full Back Jerome
Bettis. These two behind the offensive
blocking of Hall, Taylor and Knapps
means lots of yards for co-Heisman
candidates. Defense will lie in the

outcome hearing to see if Demetrius
Dubose took funds from an alumni
behind the University's back. Look for
a new look on "D" from defensive coordinator Rick Minter.The defense is
the only thillg that may stop the Irish
assault on the title. They have key
meetings versus Penn State, USC , and
Michigan all at home .
#2 : Miami- this team would
have been the number one if the possibility oflosing Lamar Thomas was not
possible but Torreta and Company
will air it out toward #1 with help of
some awesome linebackers and future
NFL#1 pick Rusty Medaris at end. He
dominates like no one else has ever
done. Their is not much to say about
this powerhouse who does it year in
and year out.
#1 : Washington even losing
Steve Emtman did not slow down a
talented fast and powerful team. Billy
Joe Hobert will lead the offense along
with tailback Beno Bryant. This team,
like Miami, is just awesome you can' t
say much about how potent they are
even after losing Emtman, Hall and
Bailey. They just kick you right of a
chance.

Miner fall sports preview: Soccer, X-country
Sports Preview
SOURCE
WOMEN'S SOCCER: After spending the off-season putting together
what he feels will be a more competitive team, head coach Eric Swanbeck

sive attack from the newcomers were apparent in a 5-2 .win over an
alumni team o~ Saturday.
"That was the reason we
brought them in," Swanbeck said of
the recent additions. "All we were last
year was a defensive-minded team,
and we could defend but not score. I
felt these

Passanise (St. Louis / Ursuline Acad_ 1
emy) and forward Cathlin Maloney I
(Kansas City / SI. Teresa's).
'
The new faces include I
goalie JulieMaurer (Greendale, Wis.),
backs Stephanie Ingalls (Dublin ,
Ohio) and Crissy Isreal (Dallas, Texas
/ J.I. Pierce), mid fielder Francie Hild/ Fort
and

,
•

Remaining Schedule:
Sept 12- at Murray St.
Sept 19-at NW MO SI.
Sept 26- Pitt SI.
Oct 3- at Mo. Wes tern
Oct. 10- MO Southern
Oc t 17 - at Emporia St
Oct 24- Washburn
Oct 31 - at CMSU
Nov 7- at SW Baptist
Nov 14-NEMO

field for the fust time on Saturday
when it plays host to Missouri Baptist.
Game time for the season
opener will be 1:30 p. m.
The Lady Miners have won
only two games in the past two seasons, but Swanbeck believes this team
has a chance to be much better. Some
signs - such as a more potent offen-

get us some more goals ."
Six of the II expected startes in the Lady Miner lineup this weekend were not on the team a year ago.
The five returners are backs Tricia
Kuhne (Florissant / Aquinas-Mercy),
Mellisa Moore (SI. Charles / Duchesne) and Cynthia Peters (Omaha,
Neb. / Westside), midfielder An ie

"The biggest goal is to try
and come together as a team," Swanbeck said. "We found out from the
scrimmage where we were strong and
weak, and we hope the changes are

See preview

pg.15
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

QUALITY CLEANERS

* Expert Cleaning . * Reasonably pliced
Rolla. ~v16 6540 I :164· 3()50

108 W. 7[h Street

ROLLA LAUNDRY
1114 N. Bishop
Across from Taco Bell
.36 WASHERS and DRYERS
WASH ONLY.75 4.
Open Seven Days a Week
7 a.m. - 10 p.m.

d/a.i'C. f]:)E.~i9nE.H
(Formerly Creative Hair Design)

:John
.

Owner·Stylist

212 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, MO 65401
~M
(314) 364·4767

r{'T

'V VOL)I

"Egad ! Willard's home early! Don't move - his
vision 's not very good, but his sense of smell and
hearing are quite acute."

d/£nt!j

Owner·Stylist

Mon·Fri : gAM · 6PM
rr
.
Sat: gAM · ?
JannlJl 9

10% discount with student ill

Carl had never had so much fun in his whole life,
and he knew, from this moment on, that he would
never again be a lone pine tree.

MCNISA accepted

---'--']- '-1-'~
\

, \

.....

- .- ,- ,

---r-

StucolRed Cross

BLOOD DRIVE
Sept. 9th & 10th
Ham- 5pm
Centennial Hall
Cornered and sensing danger, Sidney flares his "eye
spots."

"Oooooo! Check it out, Edith! It's a quadraceratops!"

PLEASE DONATE!

MEETING

-::::::C:::--=::,=====
_..",.~_=~ ...=-==.~=

of the

UMR

Trap & Skeet Club
When: Every Friday, at 3:30 pm
Where: '1'2, the white building behind librarylEE

For all those who like to shoot
or would like to learn how
(no gun or experience needed)
For more information call:
Jeffrey W. Spencer 241-8420
Jim David
364-5684

~ ',J
"Those sn,

Everyone Welcome!
Charlie Brown in Indian country

" Waiter! Whal's th at soup doin ' on my fly?"

•
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by Mike Peters

SCIENCE FIenON • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
'1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

CAUTION

1\....,1.-1

MIME FIELI)

r---------~

I

Welcome Back
UMR

Students & Stafr

I $.50 OFF
I PERROSE
I with this coupon
I

i
I
I
I
I

.------~~-.

We accept: Mastercard-Visa Amenc/lTI Express-Discover

BLOSSOM BASKET
FLORIST~
_
" .~
' ..
910 Cedar St.
364-7101 .'. .
,
.,.

,l ,

I

'.

\

....

~11J~Ief;-D

,/

DAILY SPECIALS
Buy one Footlong

GEl ONE
fOB ~~il
be equal

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

(99f Sub mUlt

of

or lcuer value)

Footlong Combo or Meatball
$2.99
Buy 1 Footlong Get 1 for

99¢

(After 4;00 pm; 99 Sub must be of equal or lester va1ue)

$4,99

Footlong Meal Deal

Sandwich, Chip & Med. Soda
I&c.pl Sua & s"a(oad)

THURSDAY

$5.00 OFF Any 6' Party Sub

FRIDAY

$1.00 OFF Any Large Salad

SATURDAY

"Those snakes? Oh, they 're just signing, honey."

"New guy, huh? Well , up here, you walk the edge!
And the edge Is a fickle hellcat. ... Love her, but
never trust her, for her heart is full of LYE!·'

BUY 2 FOOTLONG GET 1 FREE
(Free Sub mu "t be of equal or

ICS!l('f

value)

ROLLA

FT. WOOD

Corner of 9th & Pine
364-3395

Gateway Shopping Center
336-5922

Limited Time Only
Not Good in Combination With Any Other Offer
Not Valid On Delivery - One Special Per Visit

I
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Swimmers Honored
ROLLA, Mo. - For the fifth time in
seven years, the University of Missouri-Rolla swinuning team has been
named to be theAll-Academic team by
the College Swimming Coaches Association of America. The honor is for
the 1992 spring semester.
The Miners gained the
honor by posting a combined gradepoint average of3.16. UMR was one of
four teams at the NCAA Division II
level to gain a place on the honor roll.
The
other
schools
are
BloomsburgcPa.) University , California State University-Bakersfield, and
Mankato State (Minn.) University.
UMR was the top academic
team for the 1991 spring and fa ll
semesters, and was second to
Bloomsburg on the most recent list.
Bloomsburg and UMR were the only
two schools among the four that averaged better than 3.0 for the semester.
'This demonstrates again
the quality of our student-athletes who
make up yhe teams here at UMR," said
athletic director and head swimming
coach Mark Mullin. "I am extremely
proud of the individuals on the team.

The award is not only a great honor for
the program, but also for the university."
It demonstrates a strong work ethic
with the ability to manage time and set
proper priorities."
To qualify fo r the honor roll,
a team mu st have an average gradepoint average of2.80 or above. A total
of 109 teams- 39 men' s and 70
women's teams- were repesented at
all three NCAA levels and the NAJA.
The Miners finished second
at the 1992 Mideast Regional Championships and 14th at the NCAA Division II Championships, after posting a .
10- 1 record in dual meet competition
last year.
"Our teams have been outstanding in the classroom and have
done so without sacrificing our athletic achievements," Mullin added. "It
is nice to work with student-athletes
who are highly motivated to succeed'
both academically and academically.

ON CAMPUS
for y o u.
UNIVERSITI CENTER EAST

Teller Window Open M-F 9:00-3:00
Automatic Teller Machine
OPEN YOUR CAMPUS ACCOUNT

Developed especially for the UMR student who writes only a few checks each
month. No monthly minimum balance. FREE automatic teller machine
transactions, 25¢ per check and $2.00 month ly maintenance fee per account.
CHECKING PLUS

Package account that offers the convenience of regular checking account
privileges plus free personalized checks, $10,000 accidental death insurance,
traveler's discounts, traveler's check and money orders. No monthly minimum
balance and unlimited check writing. A $7.00 monthly maintenance fee per
account which includes a teller machine card.
REGULAR CHECKING ACCOUNT

No charges are assessed to any account maintaining a $500 minimum balance
during the month. There are no additional charges for checks written. Teller
machine card is available upon request.

Phelps County Bank
UMR Banking Facility
University Center

WELCOME
8th &Pine Sts.
Rolla
364·5202

TRY OUR
UMR SUNDAY MADNESS
HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL!
ALL DAY SUNDAYS, BUY ANY PIZZA
HALF PRICE WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI AT ROLLA
STUDENT ID CARD.

·
.
=~
fJ
.

.

.

FOR PIZZA OUT, IT'S PIZZA INN.®

1735 N. BISHOP HWY. 63

364-4544
DINE-INN, CARRYOUT AND DELIVERlES FOR OVER $5.00
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR COUPON.
TAx NOT INCLUDED. OFFER GOOD ON SUNDAYS ONLY.

right here

University Center East·UMR
Rolla
364-5202

Miner's Special

Hwy.72 &Salem Ave. Jefferson &Washington
Rolla
51. James
364-5202
265·3222

~
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ones we needed to make." .
MEN'S SOCCER : The
Miner soccer team will open its season
two days after the Lady Miners on
·Monday, Sept 7, with a game at New
HampslUre College. It will be the first
of two games on the trip, as UMR will
face SI. Anselm (N. H.) the following
day ..
It will also be a difficult start
for .the Miners, as they take on a team
that was 15-5 last season and missed
the NCAA Division IT playoffs for the
first time since 1985. New HampslUre
College won the national championc
ship in 1999.
"They have a very solid
program," said head coach Eric Swanbeck. "This team likes to take the ball
. wide and ·cross it in, so we have to
spend the day clearing the ball oul. If
we can do that, then we will have a
good chance; if we don't, then we will
be in trouble."
"The Miners, 6-9-3 a year
ago, will put an experienced team on
the field in 1992. They return their top
scorer in Jim Chapman (St. Louis I
Hazelwood East), a six-goal scorer
last year, and their scoring leader from
two years ago in Pat Snider
(Grandview). The focal point of this
team,'however, will be defense due to
a roster that has only 14 players.
"Because we are short on
numbers, we have to defend in a way
that will allow us to playas well at the
start of the game as at the end of it,"
Swanbeck said. "It is a style of play
that will allow us not to get burned out,
and we will have to capitalize on the
other team ' s mistakes."
Phil Hahn (Rochester, II!.),
who became the starting goalie at the
the end oflast season, will return to the
nets on Saturday: He will have defenders Andrew Jenkins (GraniteCity,III.),
Sean Bulla (Arlington,Lamar), Jay
Kniker (St. Charles /West), and Kalirn
Jacobs (Columbia, Rock Bridge), in
front ofhim at defender. The midftelders include Snider, Bill Faherty (Hazelwood / West), Jeff Schaefer (St.
Louis / Lindbergh) and Bob Bartel
(Peculiar /Raymore-Peculiar).
Up front, UMR will have
Chapman and Scott Harrison'(Granite
City, Ill.).
UMR 's home opener will be
Sept. 12 against Missouri Southern.
CROSS COUNTRy : The
UMR cross country teams will continue workouts this week for the 1992
season, which will not open for them
until Sept. 12 when they take part in
the Cougar Classic at SIU-Edwardsville.
Head coach Sarah Preston
has decided to redshirt her top tWo '
runners from last year, Ron Kochanowicz (Blue Springs) and Steve
Hostetter (Ballwin / Parkway West) to
build a stronger team for 1993.

Missouri Miner
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Shawn and John get ready' to rumble
John Hermann is currently
attending his 5th year of college, his
4th at UMR. John is perhaps a slight
favorite to win in Barcerolla, but his
enigmatic style he displays is sometimes not as consistent as he would
like. John is a long range bomber, who
is deadly from 3 point range. As a
matter of fact anytime John is standing on a waxed wooden floor with a
basketball in his hand, he's a threat to
score. John has only attended UMR 4
years because he left to play for Napoli
of the Italian league after his freshman
year. After quietly leading the league
in scoring, John decided he couldn't
go on in Italy because he missed St.
Louis. He found himself doing nothing
but reminiscing about his times there
with his Italian teammates. After John

left, there was a national movement in
Italy to get a PT' s there, too. John likes
to think he had a little bit to do with
that.
Some of John's hobbies include listening to Kris Kross on his
big, bad Infmiti speakers, getting
beaten by his neighbour at Super
Tecmo Bowl, and sitting under air
traffic control towers intercepting
radar with his incredible ears.

are what make him what he is ,Shawn
has what many experts consider to be
the best exhibited body control of any
athlete in history, and let me tell you,
that's a lot of contro!'
On the personal side, other
than hoops, Shawn enjoys driving one
of his exotic cars from his collection,
listening to classic rock music (i. e.
Shawn Craig is a bruising . The Best of Lita Ford) and killing
brain cells. The latter has proved to be
4th year student at UMR. At5'11" and
what he is most proficient at as he is
265 lbs, Shawn presents an enormous
currently attempting to set the world
potential force. Shawn is currently
President of the St. Pat's committee, ' record for saying 'Uhh' most times in
one ten year span.
arguably the greatest conglomeration
Whether Shawn is the greatof athletes on the earth today. Shawn is
est or not, I don' t know, but one thing
a Barkleyesque player who will not be
denied when he goes strong to the
is certain. Win or lose, Shawn is sure
to become the next media darling of
hoop.
Shawn's physical attributes
the sportsworld .

. UMR·s Silver finn iversa ry

·Industry Career··Day
9:30 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.
September 24, ,1992
Multi-Purpose Building
A variety of companies and organizations will be on hand
to promote summer, co-op, full-time employment and to
discuss opportunities in general

* * *

Explore and develop employment options '
Talk to employers even if you already have
Meet company representatives
Learn where your s'kills and knowledge fit
into the current employment scene

Bring your resume and your questionsl

a job

..........lIa~

~KI~~~ •• ~ 'K,,~_=-----------------------------------------------NB"""""""""""""""""""II"""

.
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Karissa
UMR Athletics
SOURCE
ROLLA, Mo. - Karissa McCarter, a
member of the women's basketball
and track teams at the University of
Missouri-Rolla over the past two
years, has been named as the university's NCAA Woman of the Year.
The NCAA Woman of the
Year award recognizes women student-athletes for their excellence in
sports, scholarship and dedication to
community service and leadership.
The award is sponsored by the NCAA
and Hanes Her Way.
" I am extremely proud of
the achievements and contributions
Karissa has made to the department,"
said UMR athletic Director Mark
Mullin. "She is not only an outstanding student and athlete, she is also an
outstanding person. Karissa exemplifies the term student-athlete and
serves as an excellent role model and
representative of UMR athletics."
McCarter, a graduate of
Kickapoo High School in Springfield,
Mo. , played on the Lady Miner basketball team for two years after transferring from Arkansas State University, and averaged 115 points and a
team-high 5.8 rebounds per game for
UMR last season. She was named
"Player of the Week" by the MIAA on
Feb. 3. She was also a distance runner
on the UMR track team as ajunior, but
did not participate as a senior due to a
knee injury suffered during the fmal
game of the basketball season.

Read Me

Bob says it's time for

ednesday

aW<d~.dh;~'~l; ~

tO~LA. Mo.
duCIee5 10 th

By Bob Lang
STAFF WRITER

UMR;MSM has a great sports tradition and the Miners' nickname has a
great deal to do with it. After all, the
school was founded as the Missouri
School of Mines and Mettalurgy,
hence the nickname. But with the
changes in college athletics over the
past 100 years, I feel that UMR needs
a slight change in their traditional
name. I propose that the nickname of
the UMR athletics be changed from the
Miners to the Fightin' Miners.
It's a pretty small change, but !feel
it will have a great mental impact on
the way UMR athletic teams perform.
Fightin' Miners sounds alot tougher
and more intimidating than just plain
Miners. That won't help the cross
country team much, but the football
team will sound alot meaner.
With the new attitude of this year's
football team as well as a new coach, a
new nickname would also be in order.
Do you think would have the great
football tradition they have now if they
were just called the Irish. Heck no, do
you think the University of Illinois
would be so tough if they were known
as just the Illini? I don't think so. Do
you think the WWll fighter pilots
would have destroyed the Japanese so
bad if they were known as just the
Tigers? NO WAY! Adding fightin' to
an already great moniker would give
us that extra edge needed for our great
football and basketball teams to step
up to the next echelon of collegiate
competition.

Let's face it, when you play in a
conference with such teams as the
Gorillas, Ichabods, and Mules , we
need something to make our team at
least sound tougher than their opponent. I think that making us known as
the Fightin ' Miners would do just the
trick.

I'm not sure what channels to go
through to get the name changed, and
I'm not sure if everyone agrees with
such a change. If you have any comments on this issue please send your
response to the Missouri Miner office
c/o the sports editor. Let's go Fightin'
Miners

I'd like to know what you thjnk f~lof Farne
about this proposal, because it's your ! eMiners
name too. So send me a letter and let th
arn
. ship Ie
me know.
,Ion
,layer who e
~ed.lin fasl'P
Send responses to I03A
Norwood Hall c/o
Nnericanoar
The
the sports editor
Ilall of Farne
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Self-Paced Computer Training

ee has done a
eleelion of th
class," said U
iark Mullin.
onored &re we

The Computer Center has several hands-on tutorials available for
students to check out and use, most of which are online.
The following tutorials are available:

PC and DOS 5.0 Fundamentals
and Intermediate
WordPerfect 5.1 Fundamentals
WordPerfect 5.1 Advanced
Quattro Pro 4 Fundamentals
Quattro Pro 4 Intermediate
Macintosh Basics
Introduction to Excel 4
Learning Excel 4
Introduction to Unix and Vi
Introduction to eMS and Xedit
Introduction to Electronic Mail
Where: Mle 104 and 108
When: 7:00 PM - 10:00 PM, on the first and third Mondays
and the second and fourth Tuesdays of every month starting
September 21st until November 16th

This
follows:

9l!

@lllf.ill
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No signups are required. A Helpdesk Consultant will be available to
answer questions between 7:00 pm and 10:00 pm. Students using the
tutorials have priority use of computers during these times. A description
of each tutorial and instructions on how to access them are available from
the Helpdesk Consultant.
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The UMR Miner Boosters . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... 1ootbaUandba
and the M-Club announced that they
will jointly be sponsoring a design
contest. The conlest will be forcoordinated designs for a 4" XI5" bumper
sticker, a ball cap, and a sweatshirt.
Those items will be for use by Miner

fansfor~::ti~::~~. President,

Frank Lange, and M-Club President,
Cath1in Maloney, announced that
their respective organizations were
pleased to support a project that will
help to get the new sports year off to a
great start and bolster spirit for the
UMR teams.
There is no entry fee; however, only one setofdesigns is allowed
per entrant. Anyone may submit their
designs. The winner will receive a
checkfor $100 for the exclusive use of
their design.
The deadline for submittal
of the de signs is noon, Friday, Sept em-

DO YOU HAVE THE BEST
PARENT(S) IN THE WORLD???
• • •
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honored for their special qualities during Parents Day
(September 26, 1992).
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The seven newest

think inductees to the MSM-UMR Athletic

~e ii's y~ur Hall of Fame include the quanerback
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of the Miners' first conference championship team and another football
player who eventually won a silver
medal in fast-p itch softball at the Pan
American Games .
The newest members of the
Hall of Fame will be inducted at a
morning ceremony on Oct. 24. prior to
the UMR football game with Washburn University.
"The Hall of Fame committee has done an outstanding job in its
selection of the inductees for the 1992
class." said UMR Athletic Director
Mark Mullin. "The individuals being
honored are well-deserving and exemplify the proud and rich tradition of
Miner athletics . It will be a privilege to
have these outstanding individuals
returning to our campus for the induction ceremony.
This year's inductees are as
follows:
Charles "Buddy" Clayton
(Class of 1938 ) • a member of the
Miner basketball team for four years
and the golf team for three seasons. He
was the captain of the basketball team
as a senior and along with Floyd Watts
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic As• sociation Golf Championships in
1938.
Joel Loveridge ( 1939) • a
member of four Miner football teams
as a back. He was considered to be one

of the best defensive backs in the
MIAA. and as stated in the 1938 Rollamo "saved many a game for the
Miners in these last wild minutes."
Bob Kemper ( 1949 ) • a
three-time letterman for the Miner
football and basketball teams. Kemper
won most of his honors in football.
where he was the starting q",anerback
for two years. including the 1947 season when the Miners won their first
MIAA title. He was a co-captain as a
senior and a two-time All-MIAA selection.
Thor Gjelsteen ( 1950 ) • a
fme two-sport athlete who lettered in
football twice. He was a tackle on the
football team and a post player for the
Miner basketball team ~ his career.
Jim Good ( 1966 ) • who
fmished his Miner career as the second-leading scorer and top rebounder
on the all-time lists. ( Currently he is
eighth and third. respectively.) He
scored 1.175 points in his career and
averaged close to ten rebounds a contest. He is still the owner of school
records for free throws attempted and
made in a career. He was named second-team All-MIAA in 1964.
Tom Schneider ( 1975 ) •
winner of two varsity letters in golf.
but better known as the founder of
;. \'"'

.*'-:~ ......~'" t ,f'.";," •

soccer at UMR. He staned the sport at
the club leval in 1972. playing a full
schedule against other colleges. and
also organized the game at the intramural leval. He also played a role
saving the program when budget cut-

backs nearly eliminated soccer in
1989.
Stu Dunlop ( 1976). winner
of eight letters while at UMR-four in
football. three in track. and one in
baseball-while excelling in all three

sports . He was named the All-MIAA
team three times in football and once
in baseball. Dunlop caught 139 passes
(only one player has caught more) for
1.823 yards and ten touchdowns in his
college career. then signed a free agent
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contract with the Chicago Bears. Since
graduation. Dunlop has played on
championship fast-pitch softball
teams. including one that won the silver medal at the Pan American Games
in 1983.
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2 PIECES FRESH FRIED CHICKEN,
1 MADE FROM SCRATCH™BISCUIT
AND 1 MEDIUM SOFT DRINK

$1 ~I~

All white

m,at ,nm

Offer good at participating Hardee's Restaurants. Please present this coupon before
ordering. One order per coupon. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in
combination with any other offers. Offer good after regular breakfast hours only. Cash
value 1/1OOth of a cent. No substitutes pTease.
.

Offer good thru October 31, 1992. Limit 2 offers per coupon per visit.

Hardeer.

Are YauRea4Y ForSomeRealFoodT

---------------------------------------

© 1992 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc . • .
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Wednesday, September 9, 1992

Missouri Miner

ALUMINUM

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA

MEETING THE CHALLENGE.
ALCOA
Tuesday, September 15
3:30-4:30 pm; 20~ Norwood Hall
Facilitator. Dr. Gene Van Matre

· O.A .S.I.S.
· O lder A dult S tudent s In S chool
Pre-register by Sept. 11 I
Initial M eeting : W eds. , Sept. 16
3 :30-4:30 pm; 209 N orwood Hall
Facilitator: Ms. Diane Stutts

What began as one man's vision in 1886 has grown into the largest aluminum company
in the world . Technology, products and markets have changed, butthe Alcoa vision remains
the same: creating value for customers, employees and shareholders through constant
pu rsuit of superior products and services. Alcoa challenges its divisions to achieve excellence
through quality and Davenport Works is meeting that challenge.
Located along the Mississippi River, Davenport Works is the largest sheet and plate facility in
the world, producing aluminum products for over 11 00 global customers. Our team
of 3,000 dedicated employees meets the challenge every day. Can you?

m

-ALCOA
AanetlPrIIIICtI DInSiII

r. -.. ----------------- - -- ---- ---- - - ------ -- -~-----------,I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

368-3575

lor

the courtesy of a 20 minute consultation regarding
financial strategies for the future, receive a coupon
for a free large Pizza Inn pizza.

To take advantage of this offet; call 368-3575.
This offer is available tO"seniors and graduate students only.
For a limited time only.
.

:;-., -.

, Mooney · Schanbacher
Serving the students of Rolla for more than 40 years.
~==~~

-

.

L ---------=
-

--

__________________________________--____________. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

~i~

r 9,1992

Vednesday, September 9, 1992

~

iE.

lcili~in

Septemper

SPECIAL NOTICE -

1992 Co-o o Sign-ups

".

PRESCREENING

co-op EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Sign-up locatio1) :

SIGN-UP FOR
VIEWS.

3030 NOn/ood Hall

Co-op Office
S ian-up hours'

8:00am 1: ODpm -

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY CO-OP INTER-

11:)Oam
4: 15pm

TURN IN RESUMES: Thurs., September 10, i992

Additions and/or changes to the Co-op
interview schedules will be posted in
the Co-op Office.

WHERE:

Co-op Office, 3030 Norwood Hall

TIMES:

8:00 am - 11:30 am -

* '* '* '* *.* *** ** '* '* .. '* * *. '* '* ** ****. ** * *'* ** * * * **
Interview date:

Wed .. Sept

23

INTERVIEWING:

US GYPSUM

Southard, Oklahoma
Interviewing:

Hechanical and Mining Engineers

Requirements:

2.5 GPA or above.

Sign-up date'

Wed

S,ept. 9

1:00 pm -

4:15 pm

1992

US citizenship.

Math, civil, Computer Science,
Electrical, Mechanical, Physics

REQUIREMENTS:
3.0 GPA or
required.
Academic level
)0 credit hours completed
semester toward bs degree

above, American Citizenship
of applicants - at least
at the end of the present
program.

1992
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE Friday, Sept. 25,

1/2 SCHEDULE ONLY - 6 interview openings

1992.

Information meeting - Tuesday, Sept. 22, McNutt
Hall, Room 206, 6:)0 pm.

* * * * * * * * * ** ** ** * * *** ** * * ** ** ** * * *** ** * **

am

--,
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Co-op Employment

I CA

pany
lmains
;tant
;ellence

Missouri Miner

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, WASHINGTON, DC HAS
REQUESTED THAT WE FURNISH THEM WITH RESUMES FOR
PRE-SCREENING.
WE WILL ACCEPT AS MANY ~ RESUMES
AS WE CAN COLLECT.
JUST DROP OFF A COpy OF YOUR
~ RESUME ON TIlE ABOVE TURN IN DATE.
YOU WILL NEED
TO CHECK AT THE CO-OP OFFICE NO LATER THAN DUJiAJ:...

Sept

18

1992 TO SEE IF YOUR NAME IN ON THE LIST.

PLEASE POST

co-op EMPLOYMENT
SPECIAL NOTICE SPECIAL NOTICE -

PRESCREENING

PRES GREENING

co-op EMPWYMENT
SIGN-UP FOR KIMBERLY CLARK CO-OP INTERVIEWS

SIGN UP FOR AMSTED IND. INCORPORATED, CO-OP
INTERVIEWS
TURN IN RESOMEs:

Friday, Sept. 11, ' 1992 '

WHERE:

)030 Norwood Hali, co-op Office

TIMES:

8:00 AM - 11:30 AM,

TURN IN RESUMES:

INTERVIEWING:

Chemical

Thursday, Sept. 10, 1992

1:00 PM - 4:15 PM

Engin~ers

Job Description - Process Engineer - Co-op
Work on a production team supporting state-of-the-art
equipment to achieve safety, qua-lity, or cost objectives.
Use engineering s'tudies and tools to solve
problems in raw materials, product quality and machine
run-ability.
Investigate new raw materials to improve
costs, safety, or qual i ty.
Deal 9,irectly with machine
operators, vendors, Engineering and Research staffs.

WHERE:

303D Norwood Hall, co-op Office

TIMES:

8:00 am - 11:30 a,m, 1:00 pm - 4:15 pm

INTERVIEWING:

Metallurgical Engine~rs and
Mechanical Engineers

REQUIREMENTS:
2.7 GPA or above.
Citizens of
US or authorized to work in US.
Academic level
of applicants:
at least 29 credit ho'ur completed
at the end of the present semester.
start work spring 93

REQUIREMENTS:
3.0 GPA or above.
Applicants
must be presently author iZl?d to work in the
US on a regular, full-time basis . Academic level of
applicants:
at least 3 semesters of college completed
at the end of the present semester.
start work spring 93
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 25.

Kimberly Clark, Conway, Arkansas has requested
that we furnish them with resumes for
pre-screening.
We will accept as many ~
resumes as ",e can collect . Just drop off a copy of
your ~ resume on the above sign-up date.
After
pre-screening, Kimberly Clark will send the Co-op
Office a list of students they are interested in
interviewing. The list should be available at the
Co-op Off ice by Monday, Sept. 21.
Please check ",i th
the Co-op Office no later than sept. 21.

Interview date:

Monday

September 28

1992

THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 30, 1992
Amsted Industries, Chicago, Illinois (various work locations) has requested that we furnish them with resumes for
pre-screening _ We will accept as many cO-OP resumes as we
ca n collect. Just drop off a copy of your CO-oP
resume on the abov e sign-up date.
After prescreening, AMSTED will send the Co-op Office a list
of students they are interested in interviewing.
The list should be posted in the UMR Co-op Office
by Mon ., Sept_ 21.
Check with the Co-op Office
no later than Mon., Sept . 21.

Interview date:

Friday

Sept

25

19 92

MONSANTO COMPANY
Work Locations:
St . Louis, MO., Chicago, IL.,
Cincinnati, OH., and New Orleans, LA .
Interviewing:
Engineers

Computer Science and Electrical

BROWN SHOE COMPANY
Steelville and Piedmont, Hissouri

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above .
USA citizenship.
Academic level of appl icants:
at least 59 credit
hours completed at the end of the present semester.

Interviewing:

Sign-up date:

Eng ineering Management and
Mechanical Engineers

I

Friday

September 11

1992

start ,w ork spring 93
' Requirements:
2.0 GPA or above.
Academic
level of applicants:
at least 55 credit
hours completed at the end of the present
semester .
start work January 1993
Sign-up date:

Monday

September 14

1992

1 hour interviews
2 schedules - 10 interview openings
Monsanto will have an information meeting on
Thursday, Sept . 24 in the Univ . Center - RM 215
Silver and Gold Room at 7: OOpm. All students
intervie.wing with MOl'lsanto must attend .

1 schedule - I) interview openings

******** '* *** '* *'* ** '* *** '* '*** *'*** * '* * *** *****
_ .... ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ......... oOI!lO' _

•

- • or} ~,

- - -,"'==........~

SPECIAL NOTICE -

PRESCREENING

Interview date"

CO-QP EMPWYMENT

Wednesday

SIGN-UP FOR ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA. CO-OP
INTERVIEWS

WHERE:
TIME:

TUesday, september 15.

1992

3030 NOnlood Hall, Co-ap Office
8:00 am -

30

1992

11:30 am -

1:00 pm -

4:15 pm

'~

i

Batesville, Arkansas

stJ1ill EII
st. LOU

Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers

Intet"'li

2.5 GPA or above.

Requir eo
visa req

Requlrements:
TURN IN RESUMES:

sept

GENCORP AUTOMOTIVE

US

C.ltlzenshlp required. Academic level of
appl icants: at least 59 eredi t hours
completed at the end of the present semester.

)0 "edi

seoes tSr
start

one hour interviews

e

,.0

start .... ork spring 93
INTERVIEWING:

Mechanical Engineers

sign-up date"

REQUIREMENTS:
2.4 gpa or above, American Citizenship required. Academic level ot applicants: at
least 29 credit hours completed at the end of the
p~esent semester toward bs degree.

Wed

Sept

16

1992

2 schedules - 14 interview openings

* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

tttttt.·

start work. spring 93
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE MONDAY, OCTOBER
5, 1992.

MAR'l'IN I
oak Rid,
SPECIAL NOTICE -

Aluminum company of American (ALCOA) of Davenport,
Iowa has requested that we furnish them with
resumes for pre-screening. We will accept as many
CO-OP resumes as we can collect. Just drop off a
copy of your CO-OP resume on the above sign-up
date. After pre-screening, ALCOA will send the
Co-op Office a list of those students they are
interested. in interviewing. The list should be
posted in the UMR Co-op Office by Monday, sept. 28.
ChecK with the Co-op Office no later than Sept. 28.

co~pllte

CheDis t

SIGN-UP FOR HUNTER ENGINEERING, CO-OP INTERVIEWS

Require
• US citi

TURN IN RESUMES:

Thursday, Sept. 17, 1992
. ~

WHERE:
TIME:

3030 Norwood Hall, co-op Office
8:00 am - 11:30 am - 1:00 pm - 4:15 pm
Electrical Engineers and Mechanical
Engineers

REsUllES
, not be
notit ie
, inter es

REQUIREMENTS:
3.0 CPA or above. American Citizenship
required. Academic level of applicants:
at least
75 credit hours completed at the end of the present
_semester.

SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREEN SCHEDULE
CQ-QF EMPlPYMENT
SIGN-UP FOR UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD - CO-OP INTERVIEWS

Wednesday, September 16, 1992

WHERE:

3030 NOn/ood Hall, co-op Office

TIMES:

8:00 am - 11:30 am - 1:00 pm - 4:15 pm

INTERVIEWING: Electrical, Mechanical, Civil
REQUIREMENTS:
2.7 or above.
at least sophomore level.

Interv i ,

CO-OP EMPLOYMENT

INTERVIEWING:

TURN IN RESUMES:

PRESCREEN SCHEDULE

Academic level of "applicants:

THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE WED. ,

start worK spring 93
T,HE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6,

AHERIC

1992.

HaMit

Hunter Engin 7ering, St. Louis, Missouri has requested
that we furnl.sh them with resumes for pre-screening.
We will accept as many CO-OP resumes as we can collect.
Just drop off a copy of your co-op resume on the above
turn in resume date. After pre-screening, HUNTER will
~end the Co-op Office a list of those students they are
7nterested in interviewing. The list should be posted
l.n the UMR Co-op Office by Tuesday, September 29.
CheCK with th.e Co-op Office no later than Sept. 29.

lnterv
neers

Requir
Acadec
COtplE
start

1 hOUl

THURS ••

OCTOBER 7 " 8, 1992.

2 sche

Information meeting - Tuesday, Oct. 6 in the
Mark Twain Room, univ. Ctr. - East
Event time: 7:00 pm
All students interviewing with Union Pacific RR
must attend.
Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Nebraska requested that we
furnish them with resumes tor pre-screening. We will accept
as many CO-OP applications as we can collect. Just drop off
a copy of your CO-OP application on the above turn in resume
date. After , pre-screening, Union Pacific Railroad will send
the Co-op Office a list of students they are interested in
interviewing. The list should be posted in the Co-op Office
by Tuesday, Sept. 29, 1992.
Please check with the Co-op
Office no later than the 29th.

Interview date:

Thursday

Oct

1992

HUTCHINSON TECHNOLOGY

Hutchinson, Kansas
Interviewing:

LYOND!

Electrical and Mechanical

Requirements:
2.8 GPA or above. Academic
level of applicants: at least 72 credit hours
completed at the end of the present semester.
start work January 93 and continue til Aug 93
S ion-yp date:

Thursday. Sept

17

1992

HOllstc

Inten
interE

RequiJ
Visa.
credit
seces!

2 schedules - 24 interview openings

1 5ch!

Informational meeting: Wed., Sept. 30, Un iv-Center
East, 211 Meramec Room, 7-9 pm. All students
interviewing with Hutchinson must attend.

Interview date'

Tyesday

Sept

29

1992

BEKAERT DYERSBURG STEEL COMPANY
Dye.rsburg, Tennessee

rntery iew date'

Tuesday. Oct,

1992

UNION ELECTRIC

St. Louis , Missouri

GtHER

Interviewing: Chemical Engineers, Electrical
Engineers, Engineering Management, Mechanical
Engineers, and Metallurgical El,'lgineers

Interviewing: Electrical, Mechanical, Civil, and
Nuclear Engineers

Requirements:
2.75 GPA or above. Academic
level of applicants: at least 30 credit
hours completed at the end of the present
semester.

Requirements: 2.5 GPA or above. Must be legally elig ible to work in US.
Academic level of applicants: at least 75 credit hours
completed at the end of the present semester. Must be
taking or have taken some of the 1st semester junior .
level courses.

Sign-up date:

Tuesday

sept

15

"U"

1992

start work summer 93

Sign-up date:

1 schedule - 13 interview openings
" • • • • • • • • • • • • • " . " . " • • • • • • • • • • • • • " 111.

Tuesday

sept

22

1992

2 schedules - 26 interview openings

* ••••

................................•.......

Hl1[o

Inter

Requi

start

RtSiIl
nott
tied,
intel

MiSsQurt Miner

·e dnesday, September 9, 1992

Interview date'

Tuesday

October

Page 21

1292

SUNNEN PRODUCTS

St. Louis. Missouri
Interview date'

Interviewing:

Monday

October 12

1992

Ceramic, Mechanical Engineers
DOW USA

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above. Citizen or permanent
visa required . Academic level ot applicants:
at least
30 credit hours completed a the end ot the present
semester.
start work spring or summer 93
Sign-up date'

Tuesday ' Sept

22

1992

Work locations :
Interviewing:

Louisiana, Texas, Michigan
Chemical and Electrical Engineers

Requirements: 2.S CPA or above. Interview only
US Citizens and nationals or aliens who have a legal
right to work Qnd remain permanently in the US
Academic level of applicants: at least 29 credit hours
completed at the end of the present semester.

1 schedule - 12 interview openings

........... ...........................
~

start work spring 93
Sign-up date'

Monday

Sept

28

1992

.........................................
1/2 schedule - 7 interview openings

MARTIN MARIETTA

Oak Ridge Tennessee
Interviewing: Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical,
computer Science, Engineering Management, Ceramic,
Chemistry, Nuclear, Physics, Civil, Math

IBM CORPORATION
Rochester, Minnesota
Interviewing:
neers

Computer Science and Electrical Engi-

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above, but prefer a 3.0
US citizenship

Requirements:

3.2 CPA or above.

TUrn in resumes'

start work spring or summer 93

Wed. ' Sept. 23

1992

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applications only. company will
not be interviewing on campus . Students will ·be
notified directly trom Martin Marietta if they are
interested in interviewing you.

.........................................
Interview date'

Wed

October 7

1992

TUrn in resumes '

Tuesday

Sept

US Citizenship .

29

1992

RESUMES ONLY. Co-op applications only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus. Students will be
notified directly from Martin Marietta if they are
interested in interviewing you •

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Springfield, Illinois
~RICAN

CYANAMID

Hannibal , Missouri

Interviewing :

Interviewing:
neers

Requirements : 2.4 GPA or above. citizen or work permit required . Academic level of applicants: at least
60 credit hours comp leted at the end of the present
semester.

Chemical Engineers and Mechanical Engi-

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above.
Resident status.
Academic level of applicants: at least 29 credit hours
completed at the end of the present semester.

Wed.! Sept

23

1992

hour interviews

Friday

October

Tuesday

Sept

29

1992

RESUMES ONLY. Co -op applications only. Company will
not be interviewing on campus. Students will be
notified directly from Ill. Dept. of Transp. if they
are interested in interviewing .you.

2 schedules - 12 interview opening

Interview date'

start work spring or summer 93.
Turn in resumes:

start work spring 93
Sign-up date:

Civil Engineers

•• * •• * * * * * •• * ••• *. *. * * * •• ** ••••••••••• * *

1992
NOTE:

LYONDELL PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY
Houston, Texas

To participate in co-op you must meet the
following requirements:

Interviewing: chemical, Civil Engineers (Environmental
interest only for Civil)

enroll and pass 12 credit hours - full-time
status, 6 credit hours in the summer

Requirements:
2 . 75 GPA or above. US Citizen or work
visa.
Academic level of applicants: at least 29
credit hours completed at the end of the present
semester.

:e~~~ter and overall gpa must be at least

Sign-up date '

Friday

Sept. 25

1992

1 schedule - 13 interview openings

••••• *.* * * * * •• ** ••• ** ••••• * * *. *. * * *. *•••

not be on scholastic probation
work schedules approved: summer and fall
~ogether, spring and summer together, alternatlng work/school, work/school, etc . SCHEDULE NOT
APPROVED: WORJ( FALL AND SPRING TOGETHER .
YOU
MUST NOT BE AWAY FROM CAMPUS FOR A FULL YEAR
SU~H AS A FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER TOGETHER '
THIS WILL NOT BE CALU:D CO-OP. WORJ(ING JUST '

SUMMERS IS NOT CONSIDERED CO-OP.
October list will be out Friday I Sept. 18.
Please let the Co-op Office know immediately of
any acceptance of an offer.
GENERAL MOTORS MILFORD PROVING GROUNDS

Milford, Michigan
Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers

Requirements:

3 . 0 GPA or above.

Addition - Sept

Co-op Interview Schedule

start work. spring or summer 93

Interview date'

Tuesday

Turn in Resumes'

ALCO CONTROLS
St. Louis I Missouri

Monday

Sept. 28

1992

RESUMES ONLY. co-op applications only.. company wi~l
not be interviewing on campus. Student will be notl.fied directly from GM if they are interested in
interviewing you.

••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••• * *. *

Interviewing:

sept

29

1992

Mechanical Engineers

Requirements:

2.0 or above.

Sign-up date:

Tue$day

Sept

15

1992

2 schedules - 20 interview opening •

• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I

APDITION - SEPTEMBER CO-OP INTERVIEW SCHEPULE
Interview date '
Wednesday

Intery iew date'

(S t.

Louis area)

Tuesday

Oct.

1992

UNION ELECTRIC

Interviewing: Electrical, Mechanical, Civil, and
Nuclear Engineers

Electrical Eng ineers

Requirements:
2,5 GPA or above.
complet ing 3 semesters ot school
Sign-up date'

1992

St. Louis, Missouri

BUSSMANN
ELLISVILLE , MO

Interviewing:

Sept. 23

Wed

Must be

Sept. 9. 1992

start work spring 93
1 schedule - 13 interv iew openings

Requirements : 2.5 GPA or above . Must be legally eligible to work in US .
.
Academic level of applicant.:
at least 75 credit hours
completed at the end ot. the present semester . Must be .
taking or have taken some ot. the 1st semester junior
level courses .

........................................

sign-up date;

Interview dat e'

••• * * ** * * ** ** ** * * * *. * *.* *. ** * ** * * *. * * * ••

Monday

Sept. 28

1992

DJesday. sept. 22

1992

2 schedules - 26 interview openings

CARGILL INC

Tampa, Florida
Interviewing:

REQUI}
lust

Chemical Engineers

Requirements:
3.0 is desired, Must be
comp let ing 1st semester sophomore year.
Sign-yp date'

Monday

Sept. 14

1992

SPECIAL NOTICE -

US on

PRESCREEN SCHEDULE

.ppll

at th

co - o p EMPLOYMENT

start

SIGN-UP FOR UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD - CO-OP INTERVIEWS .

1 schedule - 13 interview openings
TURN IN RESUMES:

.** ••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••

Interyiew date'

Wed.

October 7

1992

THEA

Wednesday, September 16, 1992

WHERE:

303 0 Norwood Hall , Co-op Oftice

TIMES:

8:00 am - 11:30 am - 1 : 00 pm - 4:15 pm

sEP'lt

KlIbt
th.t

pr.·'

rClUJ

INTERVIEWING: Electrical, Mechanical, Civil

your

AMERICAN CYANAMID

pre".

Hannibal, Missouri
Interviewing:
neers

Chemical Engineers and Mechanical Engi -

oWe

Academic level of appl icants:

inter

CO·o~

the C

Requirements : 2.S GPA or above . Resident status .
Academic level of applicants: at least 29 credit hours
completed at the end at the present semester .
start ,", ark spring 93
Sign-up date ;

REQUIREMENTS:
2.7 or above.
at least sophomore level.

Wed

Sept

Int.ormation meeting - Tuesday, Oct . 6 in the
Mark Twain Room, Univ. Ctr. - East
Event time:
7: 00 pm
All students interviewing with Union Pacific R.R
must attend.

23. 1992

1 hour intervie\ols
2 schedules - 12 intervie\ol opening

.... * •• * .. **.............. * ••• * ••• ** * •••• *•••

Interview date;

Friday

October

THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE WED • • THURS . ,
OCTOBER 7 & 8, 1992.

SPEC}

SICN'
VI!!Ii

Union Pacitic Railroad, Omaha , Nebraska requested that \ole
furnish them with resumes tor pra-screening. We will accept
as many co-op applications as we can collect. Just drop ott
a copy at. your CO-OP application on the above turn in resume
date. After pre-screening , Union Pacit.ic Railroad will send
the ,co-op Otfice a list of students they .are interested in
interviewing. The list should be posted in the Co-op Oftice
by Tuesday, Sept . 29, 1992. Please check with the co-op
Oftice no later than the 29th.

1992

TIl!!:

LYONDELL PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY

Houston, Texas

INTE

I n terviewing : Chemical, Civil Engineera (Environmenta l
interest only tor Civ il)
Requirements:
2.75 GPA or above. US Citizen or work
visa. Academic level ot applicant.: at least 29
credi t hours completed at the end ot. the present
semester.
Sig n-up date;

Friday

Sept . 25

1992

SPECIAL NOTICE -

REQU

PRESCREENING

rtqu
)0 e
.em.

CO - OF EMPLOYMENT
SIGN - UP FOR ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, CO-OP
INTERVIEWS

TIlE

1992

1 schedule - 13 interview openings

••••• * •••••••••••••• *•••••••••••••• ** •••

TURN IN RE SUMES :
WHERE:
TIME :

Tuesday" September 15, 1992

CEN'J
REO!

3030 Norwood Hall, Co-op Ottice

PRE·

ASI

8:00 am - 11 :30 am - 1:00 pm - 4:15 pm

~

TOC
INTERVIEWING:
Intervie .... date'

Thursday

Oct.

1992

HUTCHINSON TECHNOLOGY

Hutchinson, Kansas
Interviewing:

W!

Mechanical Engineers

Electrica l and Mechanical

Requirement s : 2.8 GPA or above . Academic
level ot. applicants:
at least 7 2 cred i t hours
completed at the end of the present semester.

REQUIREMENTS:
2.4 gpo or abov e , American Citizenship required. Academ ic level of appl icants: at
l east 29 credit hours completed at the end ot the
present semester toward bs degree.
start work spring 93
THE AC:TuAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE MONDAY, OCTOBER

start work January 93 and c ontinue til Aug 93
Sign- up date'

Thursday

Sept. 17

5, 1992 .

1992

2 schedules - 24 interview openings
Intormational meeting: Wed., Sept.30, Un iv -Center
East, 211 Maramec Room, 7-9 pm. All stude nt s
in terv iewi ng with Hutchinson must attend .

.............. * ... * ..... * ................................. .

Alumi num Company ot American (ALCOA) of Dav enport,
I owa ha s requested that we turnish them with
resumes tor pre-screening. We will accept as many
Co-op resumes as we can collect. JUst drop oft a
copy at your CO-OP resume on the above sign-up
date . Atter pre-screening, ALCOA will send the
co-op ott ice a list at those students they are
in terested i n interviewing. The list should be
posted i,o the UMR Co-op Ot.fice by Monday, Sept. 28 .
Check with tha Co-op at.tica no lata r ~han Sept, 28.

lie

~-.
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.

lesday. September 9. 1992'
co-op
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EMPrpYHENI

SPECI AL NOTICE -

ADDITION - SEPTEMBER CO - Of INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

PRESCREENING

SIGN-UP FOR KIMBERLY CLARK CO-OP INTERVIEWS

Interview date:

T"JRN IN RESUMES :

BU SSMANN
ELLISVILLE,

Friday, sept. ll, 1992

WHERE:

3030 Norwood Hall, Co-op Office

TIMES:

8:00 AM - 11:30 AM,

INTERVIEWING:

Wednesday

Job Description - Process Engineer - Co-op
Work. on a production team supporting state-of-the-art
equipment to achieve safety, quality, or cost objectives . Use engineering studies and tools to solve
problems in raw materials, product quality and machine
run-ability. Investigate new raw materials to improve
costs, safety, or quAlity . Deal directly with machine
operators, vendors, Engineering and Research staffs.

1992

Electrical Engineers

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above.
completing 3 semesters of school
S ian-up date:

Chemical Engineers

23

(St. Louis area)

MO

Interviewing:

1:00 PM - 4:15 PM

Sept

Wed

Sept

Must be

1992

start .... ork spring 93
1 schedule - 13 intervie .... openings

........................................
Intervie .... datej

Monday

Sect

28

1992

CARGILL INC

Tampa, Florida

REQUIREMENTS : 3.0 CPA or above. Applicants
must .be presently autho rized to work in the
US on a reqular, full-time .basis. Academic level of
applicants: at least 3 seme.tara o f college completed
at the end of the present samester.

Requirements: 3 . 0 is desired. Must.be
completing 1st semester sophomore year.

start work spring' 93

Sign-up date '

Intervie .... ing:

Chemical Engineers

Monday

Sept. 14

1992

1 schedule - 13 interview openings

\

. ,

I. ,~

THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE FRIDAY,
SEPTEIIBER 25.

• ** **. *. * ** * ** ** * ** * •• *. * ** * ** * ** ••••• * *
Kimberly Cla-rk, Conway, Arkan.a. baa requeated
that we furnish them vith rasWll.e. f o r
pre-acreaning. We vill accept as many ~
resWII.es a. ve can c o llec t . Just dro p off a copy of
your ~ re.Wll.e o n the above aiqn-up date. After
pre-acreening, Kimberly Clark vill .end the Co -op
Office a list o f atudent. they are intere.ted in
interviewing. The list should be available at the
Co-op Office by Monday, Sept. 21 . Please check vith
the Co-op Office no later than Sept. 21.

September

1992 CO-OR Sign-ups

co-or IIIrLOYXZIIT Orl'OR1'l1NITIE8

Sign-up lOCAtion'

3030 Norwood Hall
Co-op Office

Sign-up bours'

8:00am - 11:30am
1:00pm - 4:15pm

SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING

,.

Additi o ns and/or changes to the Co-op
interviev schedule. vill be posted in
SIGN-UP FOR
VIEWS.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY CO-OP INTER-

the Co-o p Office .

*. * * *** *** *** * *** *** *** ** * *. **** **** *** *
TURN IN RESt1MES: Thurs ., September 10, 1992

Interview dote:

Wed

Sept

2J

1222

US GYPSUM

Southard, Oklahoma

WHERE:

Co-op Office, 3030 Norwood Hall

Interviewing:

Mechanical and Mining Engineers

TIMES:

8: 0 0 .... - ll:30 am - 1:00 pm - 4:15 pm

Requirements:

2.5 GPA or above.

Kath, Civil, Computer science ,
Electrical, Mechanical, Physics

S ian-up date '

Wed.

INTERVIEWING :

Sept

US Citizenship.

1992

1/2 SCHEDULE ONLY - 6 interview openings

REQUIREMENTS: 3.0 GPA o r
required . Academic level
3 0 credit h ours completed
semaster t oward bs degree

above, American Citizenship
of applicants - at least
at the end of the present
program.

Information maatine; - Tue.day, Sept. 22, McNutt
Hall, Room 206, 6 : 30 pm.

* ***** ** *** * *** *** ** * ** * ** ** * ** *** *** ***
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE Friday, Sept. 25,
1992.
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, WASHINGTON, DC HAS
REQUESTED THAT WE FURNISH THEIl WITH RESUMES FOR
PRE-SCREENING. WE WILL ACCEPT AS MANY ~ RESUMES
AS WE CAN COLLECT . JUST DROP OFF A COPY OF YOUR
~ RESUME ON TIlE ABOVE '!'URN IN DATE .
YOU WILL NEED
TO CHECK AT TIlE CO-OP OFFICE NO lJ\TER THAN ~
Sept 18 1992 TO SEE IF YOUR NAME IN ON THE LIST.

.. NOTE:

To participate in co-op you mu&t meet the
following requirements:
enroll and pa •• 12 credit hours - full-time
status, 6 credit hours in the summer
semester and overall qpa must be at least
a 2.0

Addition _ ·Sept

CO-OD

Interview Schedule

Interview date:

Tuesday. Sept

not be on .cholastic probation
29

1992

ALCO CONTROLS

St. Louis, Missouri
Interviewing:

Mechanical Engineers

Requirements:

2 . 0 or above.

sign-up dote'

Tuesday

sept

15

1992

2 achedules - 20 interview openings

work .chedule. approved: summer and fall
toqether, .pring and aummer toqether, alternatinq work/achool, work/school, etc.
SCHEDULE NOT
APPROVED: WORK FALL AND SPRING TOGETHER.
YOU
MUST NOT BE AWAY FRO!! CAl!PUS FOR A FULL YEAR,
SUCH AS A FALL AND SPRING SElIESTER TOGETHER.
THIS WILL NOT BE CALLED CO-OP. WORKING JUST
SUllllERS. IS NOT CONSIDERED CO-OP .
October liat will b. out Friday, Sept. 18.

Plea •• let the Co-op Office knov immediately of
any acceptance of an of far.

** * ** * **. *** * -* ** ** *. *. ** * ** **. * ** ** •• **

.#
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ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line
of products and services designed specifically to fit your
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.
Our Reach Out" Plans can save you money on
AT&T Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call
Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from the
.

ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling Card
makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call
is free:
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long
distance service.
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's
easy to make.

If you'r.e an off-campus student, sign up for
A'OO' Student Saver Plus by calling 1800654-0471 Ext. 851.

J

~AT8aT

The ilU

@1992 AT&T, ~You' lI rtCeive one S3 AT&T lD. Cettioott: equivalenl to 12 mlnuttS of direct· dialed, ro:lSl-(O'C0a5t, night lnd IIottkend calling based
on nl tes effecth't 6/8/92. You could get more or rewer minutes depending on ~crc or ....flcn you all. Offer limited to one certlficne per student

Sio

•

